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Teamcenter: Smarter decisions, better products.

Great decisions in product 
lifecycle management #1,509.
A product manager adds a customer suggestion to the system…
and a CEO adds a new division to the company.©
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Answers for industry.

Teamcenter provides a visual user experience to readily see and 
understand how data is related.

Sometimes, the smallest decision in product life cycle 
management has the greatest impact on a company’s 
success. 

Teamcenter PLM solutions from Siemens PLM 
Software give everyone involved in planning, devel-
oping, building and supporting your products the 
information they need, right when they need it and 
in the right context to do their job.

The result: your entire enterprise collaborates more 
efficiently, makes smarter more timely decisions—
and delivers successful products.

Find out how Teamcenter product lifecycle manage-
ment can help you make the decisions that make 
your products better.

Learn more at siemens.com/plm/teamcenter.

Teamcenter
end-to-end
PLM solutions
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Product design has evolved over the years I have been 
involved in technology publishing, and the growth 
of technologies that enable collaboration has had a 
lot to do with it. 

When we first published Desktop Engineering in 1995, in 
small- to mid-size companies there wasn’t much happening in 
terms of collaboration and team building. In fact, mechanical 
engineers, who were just starting to embrace 3D MCAD on 
their workstations, were often totally separated from the electri-
cal and manufacturing engineers. They were charged with cre-
ating a mechanical model under the constraints of management 
and industrial engineers. While enterprise companies were the 
early adopters of 3D MCAD and CAE, especially automotive 
and aerospace companies, major engineering efforts by the mid-
sized companies were often a compromise of disparate individu-
als with a lack of communication with each other. 

Tear Down That Wall
I remember Tony Lockwood, the founding Editor-in-Chief 
of Desktop Engineering, often referring to design engineers 
“throwing the model over the wall” to manufacturing. More 
likely than not, the manufacturing engineering team would 
include the electrical engineer to make sure all of the elec-
tronic components worked within the design.

About 10 years ago we started to see the walls crum-
bling. Part of this was because of analysis and simulation 
software being validated by real-world testing. Analysts 
opened their doors to the design engineer, and some simu-
lation software was democratized. It also moved forward 
in the design process. Still, in the mid-market, simulations 
were often accomplished just before the actual prototype 
was manufactured and tested. Multiple iterations of simula-
tions were only available to those that possessed high per-
formance computing systems, and even then the process 
of completing multiple simulations was a manual process. 
Of course there was optimization software, but it wasn’t 
widely used.

 During the last 10 years, with compute power increas-
ing and following Moore’s Law, the use of simulation soft-
ware has increasingly been used in the very beginning of 

the design process. Complex assemblies and systems have 
been modeled and meshed, then simulated. Collaboration 
has become the prevailing method of working on and com-
pleting a design.  

Industrial engineers who used pens, crayons, clay and 
other materials to describe to the designer what the CAD 
model should look like are using readily available design 
software to express ideas that can be simulated before the 
parametric model is created. Prototypes can be printed and 
tested. Complete, large systems that just a few years ago 
could only be simulated as parts or small assemblies, are 
now being virtually tested, giving the engineering team a 
high expectation of what the outcome will be when the pro-
totype is built. Electronics are designed with the mechani-
cal model. Electronic components are often specified in the 
beginning of the design process and simulated as part of the 
complete system. 

As engineering technology and processes have improved, 
so has the outcome of the designs. The Mars Curiosity Rover 
demonstrates how all of the design processes are coming to-
gether to create an optimized and successful design that can-
not be physically tested as a system until it is deployed in, do 
I dare to say, a real-world environment.

Looking Ahead
It’s easy to look back and see the changes that have influenced 
design engineering, but I would like to stick my neck out and 
look into the future of design engineering technology.  

First, whether you like it or not, cloud computing is here to 
stay. We will be using it in the next few years in ways that even 
the experts cannot predict. 

Second, your desktop engineering workstation will not be 
going away. It will not be replaced by an iPad or other tablet. It 
will continue to become more powerful. Local computing will be 
a better option for a long time to come. You will be accomplishing 
design challenges on it that you never thought possible today. 

Third, while your jobs are not going to be getting any easier, 
your tools will be easier to use. This will be driven by design 
tools that are being made for non-professionals, like the maker 
market and gamers. 

And last, processes that you have thought were beyond your 
expertise or means will be available to you in a very short time. 
Things like collaboration systems, sharing of designs, and op-
timization software to handle all those simulations you will be 
doing on your tricked out workstation. 

And you will be designing things you never even imagined. 
I guarantee it. Happy New Year! DE

Welcome to 2013

Processes you have thought 
were beyond your expertise 
will be available to you soon.
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Alex Kelley, director of business 
development at Caustic Pro-
fessional, a division of Imagi-
nation Technologies, has been 

waiting patiently to unleash the com-
pany’s creation on the hardware market 
for quite some time. It’s a processor, but 
neither a CPU nor a GPU. It’s developed 
specifically for rendering. Kelley and his 
team call it a ray-tracing unit, or RTU.

Last month, at Autodesk University, 
Kelley and his colleagues decided it was 
time for the RTU to make its debut. So 
they set up a booth and demonstrated 
the latest generation of their hardware, 
branded as Caustic Visualizer. The RTU 
works with the CPU to deliver opti-
mized rendering power.

The story of the RTU begins with 
a San Francisco start-up, once called 
Caustic Graphics. In December 2010, 
Imagination Technologies, an embed-
ded processor developer, acquired 
the firm for $27 million. The RTU’s 
evolution was shaped by, among oth-
ers, Michael Kaplan, who previously 
worked on NVIDIA’s professional 
rendering solutions. Kaplan currently 
oversees the RTU project as director 
of product management.

“We’re not trying to be a high-
performance computing (HPC) system 
that happens to do ray tracing,” Kaplan 
clarified, noting that what other CPU 
and GPU makers are doing is “to cram 
a lot of cores into a unit to do parallel 
computing. But that’s not optimized for 
ray tracing.”

It is, in Kaplan’s view, inefficient 
because ray tracing doesn’t need the 
volume of CPU-based general-purpose 
computing power provided by HPC 
systems. The RTU is more efficient than 
ray tracing on GPU because, Kaplan said, 
“We’re doing as much ray tracing as mul-
tiple graphics cards, but our card takes 55 
watts. It doesn’t need a big power supply.”

At press time, rendering by the RTU 
is made possible by a beta plug-in devel-
oped for Autodesk Maya. The plug-in 
is slated to officially become available 
later this month, and another plug-in for 
Autodesk 3ds Max is in now in develop-
ment, targeted for March 2013.

Whereas Autodesk Maya is the stan-
dard for entertainment and media con-
tent, Autodesk’s professional design and 
engineering software packages (Autodesk 
Inventor and AutoCAD, to name but 
two) are usually bundled with Autodesk 
3ds Max in most Autodesk Suites.

Dedicated to Ray Tracing
The RTU is designed specifically to 
address ray tracing, often the most 
compute-intense portion of the work 
involved in photorealistic rendering. 
The RTU won’t provide the same gen-
eral purpose computing horsepower 
found in professional GPUs or HPC 
systems. Therefore, the RTU won’t be 
suitable for those seeking hardware to 
run simulation and analysis programs.

According to Imagination Technolo-
gies’ announcement, “Caustic Visual-
izer is built entirely on the Imagination 
PowerVR OpenRL platform. Through 
OpenRL’s highly optimized CPU imple-
mentation, Caustic Visualizer can deliver 
an interactive photorealistic viewport 
experience on a CPU-only desktop that 
was previously only possible in competi-
tive solutions based on expensive quad-
GPU hardware configurations … When 
coupled with OpenRL running on the 
new PowerVR ray-tracing hardware 
reference platform, Caustic’s Visual-
izer software can deliver true full-frame 
(1,024x1,024) resolution imagery up 
to 15 photorealistic frames per second, 
without the need to de-res the image or 
add significant noise during interaction.”

Currently Caustic Professional’s 
RTUs are sold as separate accelerator 
cards, which fit into standard worksta-
tions and desktop PCs. Kelley envisions 
that, in the long run, the RTU’s technol-
ogy will become part of the GPU. 

—K. Wong

Faster Rendering at Lower Watts 
with Dedicated Ray-tracing Unit

Rendering on the ray-tracing unit (RTU), a dedicated hardware for ray tracing, 
is expected to deliver faster ray tracing at lower power consumption. Caustic 
Professional, a division of Imagination Technologies, will deliver RTU-based 
rendering with plug-ins to popular rendering packages.
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As part of its vision to drive 
product cost awareness 
upstream into the earliest 
stages of product devel-

opment, aPriori is stepping up its 
interpretation of the discipline with 
a new version of the software, which 
considers costing not just on a com-
ponent or small assembly level, but 
takes an aggregate view of costing 
across the entire product.

The company’s latest release, aPriori 
2012r2, is stocked with an array of 
new capabilities to help engineers, as 
well as sourcing and manufacturing 
professionals, evaluate costs associated 
with building a product—be it indus-
trial equipment, cars or something as 
complex and grand-scale as an airliner. 
While challenges vary across industries, 
global competition, ongoing regula-
tory requirements and a still-lumbering 
economy are driving a near-universal 
need for keeping product costs down in 
an effort to boost profitability.

“With more and more competition, 
there’s a focus on trying to figure out 
what features drive the most value for 
customers,” explains Julie Driscoll, 
aPriori’s vice president, strategic 
marketing and product management. 
“Being able to quantify those features, 
make tradeoffs, and look at the prod-
uct at higher levels to make strategic 
decisions is what is driving this need.”

Import and Compare Costs
To address that need, aPriori is taking 
costing to a new level in this release, 
allowing users to import complex engi-
neering bills of materials (BOMs) from 
enterprise resource planning (ERP), 
product lifecycle management (PLM) or 
other enterprise applications. Users can 
utilize that data against the aPriori cost 
engine to calculate costs for new com-
ponents and subassembly designs while 

comparing those costs to initial targets. 
While the original product al-

lowed a design engineer in an auto-
motive firm to evaluate costs around 
his or her specific responsibility—
the design of shock absorbers, for 
example—the newer release builds 
on that component-level function-
ality. For example, it may provide 
additional views for engineering 
managers to consider costs around 
the greater chassis assembly—or at 
an even higher level, for a vice presi-
dent of engineering to drill down 
into costs associated with the entire 
vehicle program.

Having the ability to view costs 
at an aggregate level is critical for 
providing visibility into what prod-
ucts are going to cost and what type 
of margins companies can hope to 
achieve, according to Rick Burke, 
aPriori’s vice president of market-
ing. Viewing product costs at a more 
holistic level also expands aPriori’s 
use from a departmental tool to an 
enterprise-class solution, he says.

“Having individual component 
cost information is important to 
guide specific decisions relative to 

those components,” he explains. 
“Understanding where that sits at an 
aggregate level can help determine 
what a product costs—and if it is 
over cost targets, what areas to focus 
on for cost reduction.”

Visualize Data
In addition to the BOM loader and 
other product cost roll up features, 
aPriori 2012r2 has a number of 
other notable enhancements, includ-
ing a new geometry analysis tool 
that, through a color-coded heat 
map, provides an easy-to-understand 
visual roadmap as to where to most 
effectively focus on reducing costs. 
There are also enhancements to 
aPriori’s Virtual Product Environ-
ments (VPEs), a digital representa-
tion of a real-world factory floor, for 
improved exploration of cost sce-
narios as well as streamlined system 
maintenance; an enhanced Progres-
sive Die model for tooling estimates; 
and additional cost calculation 
functions for precision machining, 
including increased sensitivity to 
geometric tolerances.

—B. Stackpole

aPriori Kicks Costing up a Notch

Through the use of an expanded geometry analysis tool, aPriori 2012r2 
employs heat maps to deliver a quick visual overview of a product design, 
highlighting target areas for cost reduction. Image courtesy of aPriori.
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I’m lucky enough to live in San 
Francisco, a city with a fairly reli-
able public transit system. I can 
get around by jumping on a bus, 

a streetcar (not named Desire), or a 
train. So usually I read, fidget with my 
iPhone, or daydream while I let some-
one else do the driving. 

A few years ago, I discovered that, 
once the trains go into the tunnel to 
complete the downtown route, the 
conductors relinquish control to a 
computerized system. Essentially, I 
have been riding in driverless trains 
for the past several years now—clearly 
a prelude to the not-so-distant future 
where private vehicles will also be-
come driverless, or self-driven.

Running a train on a predefined 
track inside a tunnel, of course, is 
much simpler than driving a car on 
a highway shared by others. An au-
tonomous car must have the capacity 
to make nearly all decisions currently 
made by a human driver—when to 
merge, when to get out of the way 
of another car, when to exit, when to 
brake, and so on.

Autonomous Autos
The underlying technology in self-
driving cars is the specialty of Dr. 
Sandeep Sovani, manager of global 
automotive strategy at simulation soft-
ware maker ANSYS. “A driverless car 
needs to have a good understanding 
of, and must keep track of, the posi-
tions of nearby objects, such as other 
cars, highway structures, and exits. 
One of the technologies that enable a 
car to do that is radar,” says Sovani.

Radar simulation—specifically, 
simulating the reach and transmis-
sion of radar—falls under the elec-
tromagnetic segment. ANSYS added 
this capability to its repertoire when 
it acquired Ansoft, an electric design 

automation software maker, for $832 
million in 2008. “You’re actually sim-
ulating the electromagnetic waves,” 
says Sovani.

This includes, for example, the 
shape of the transmission device and 
how that influences the way the waves 
travel in space. To be good enough 
to replace a human driver who can 
make instantaneous decisions about 
navigation, the complex sequence of 
radar signal processing has to be done 
in “milliseconds, or less,” says Sovani. 
The other important aspect of the self-
driving car is its ability to communicate 
with nearby cars and nearby structures 
transmitting navigation data. “It’s all 
about antenna design,” says Sovani.

Eyes on the Road
Because a self-driving car must be able 
to “see” its surroundings, the car’s vision 
will comprise, Sovani predicts, radars 
that detect nearby objects, cameras that 
capture road conditions, and GPS de-
vices that tell the car its own location at 
all times. 

Simulating a self-driving car is 
more than simulating radars and on-
board devices. It’s about simulating 
the entire car as an interconnected 
system—something often referred to 
as model-based simulation. “To make 
sure that the system performs well, 
you have to simulate the system, not 
just its components,” Sovani cautions.

The complexity of system simula-
tion often requires far more computing 
power than what’s generally available in 
workstations. It suggests high-perfor-
mance computing (HPC) clusters will 
be an inevitable part of such exercises. 
Confidentiality clauses in contracts pre-
vent Sovani from naming names, but he 
says nearly all the leading automotive 
makers are partnering with ANSYS to 
explore self-driving vehicles.

A Long Way to Go
“The currently available driver-
assistant technologies [such as GPS-
based navigation] ultimately aim to 
remove the driver altogether. They 
will continue to appear in cars at an 
accelerated pace from now on,” he 
says. But don’t expect a commercial 
autonomous vehicle to show up at a 
dealer near you in the next few years. 

“My personal take: We’re still a 
very long way from commercial ap-
plication, probably 10 years away,” 
Sovani says. “As a general rule, the 
last 20% of the development is solv-
ing 80% of the problems. And the 
remaining problems to solve are 
enormous. Just think of something 
like a car suddenly getting a flat tire, 
or a little rock lying on the road that 
needs to be avoided. Thousands of 
such scenarios need to be resolved 
properly.”

Though still far away, a self-driv-
ing car will be a welcome change for 
a social media addict like me. When 
the technology is reliable enough to 
detect and avoid obstructions without 
my help, I can surf Facebook or write 
a blog post while riding in a car. DE

—K. Wong

A Future with Driverless Vehicles 
Requires Sensory Adjustments

Simulating the electric fi eld 
distribution and antenna radiation 
far fi eld pattern at 1 GHz for a 
complete vehicle simulation, 
according to ISO 11451-2, using the 
conventional fi nite element method 
approach. The simulation was done 
using ANSYS software.
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A Future with Driverless Vehicles  
Requires Sensory Adjustments If there were lingering doubts about 

whether Autodesk was fully com-
mitted or merely experimenting 
with the cloud, that ambiguity 

should be put to rest with its latest an-
nouncement: Autodesk Fusion 360, what 
the company claims is the first compre-
hensive 3D CAD program to support 
the emerging delivery paradigm.

Obviously, Autodesk is no stranger to 
the cloud. In the past several months, it 
has debuted a full lineup of services, from 
consumer-oriented 3D modeling and 3D 
print solutions to full-blown professional 
tools, including its Autodesk 360 PLM 
and Autodesk 360 Simulation offerings. 
Still, the big holdout in Autodesk’s cloud-
based lineup was traditional 3D CAD. 
While users and experts have slowly been 
warming up to the new software delivery 
model, they’ve remained skeptical about 

CAD delivered in this fashion—stem-
ming from concerns about the security 
of design IP, as well as issues related to 
performance when modeling complex 
3D geometry over the web.

Dispersing Cloud Concerns
Keith Perrin, Autodesk’s senior industry 
manager, says those concerns (myths, 
he calls them) are fast abating, and 
companies are coming around to the 
benefits associated with using CAD and 
other design tools in the cloud, includ-
ing lower costs, ease of administration 
and the ability for easy collaboration 
and scalability, particularly in the face of 
globally extended design teams.

“We are seeing many more people 
become open to the idea of the cloud, 
and exploring how they might use it in a 
more intelligent way then when we first 

started these efforts,” says Perrin, adding 
that Autodesk’s cloud-based product life-
cycle management (PLM) and simula-
tion offerings have paved the way for this 
latest journey around CAD.

Autodesk Fusion 360 brings less-
skilled CAD users along with built-in 
guidance to speed the learning curve, 
while there is deeper functionality for 
design experts. With the combination of 
the revamped user interface and cloud 
paradigm, Autodesk sees the tool ap-
pealing both to its traditional user base 
potentially looking for a complementary 
use case mode, in addition to smaller de-
sign shops that may have been shut out 
from the traditional CAD experience 
because of cost or lack of expertise.

Autodesk Fusion 360 is slated to be 
commercially available early next year. 

—B. Stackpole

Autodesk Rounds out 360 with Cloud-Based CAD
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Hoosier Sets 
a New Pattern
With the help of Cimatron NC software, 
one Indiana toolmaker focuses on quality 
products and services—while growing the 
next generation of American engineers.

Hoosier Pattern is a leading pat-
tern shop, with 25 employees and 
a 42,000-sq.-ft. facility in Decatur, 
IN. Founded in 1997, Hoosier has 
developed a reputation of being the 
preferred pattern provider for local 
foundries serving the automotive, agri-
culture, marine and consumer prod-
ucts industries.

Staying a Step ahead
Hoosier has developed close relation-
ships with the foundries it serves, but 
that doesn’t mean it can rest on its 
laurels, says Keith Gerber, one of the 
original company founders and its cur-
rent owner and president.
Responding to numerous quotes a 

day is a matter of routine for Gerber.
“Cimatron is very helpful in the quot-

ing process,” he notes. “I use it to do 
a quick split, direction analysis, figure 
out a parting line.”
The streamlined process and collabora-

tion combine to keep customers happy, 
Gerber says.
Dave Rittmeyer, CAD specialist/

supervisor for Hoosier, explains that 
process: “Once we get the job, we rely 
on Cimatron to figure out the best way 
to manufacture the part, make sure 
the parts are dimensionally accurate, 
split correctly, and with the proper draft. 
From that point, we’ll use Cimatron NC 
to machine all the tooling.”

Taming the Wind
Cobham Technical Services and Boulder 
Wind Power collaborate to accelerate 
development of new wind turbine technology.
Aurora, Ill.-based Cobham Technical 
Services is helping Colorado’s Boulder 
Wind Power (BWP) accelerate develo p-
ment of a new permanent magnet 
generator through use of advanced elec-
tromagnetic design software. Based on a 
permanent magnet, direct-drive design, 
BWP’s generator uses an exclusive axial 
flux, air-core architecture that increases 
efficiency and reliability, and is believed 
to reduce the cost of wind-generated 
electricity to compete with fossil fuels.
In support of initial engineering studies 

taken on in early 2010, BWP chose to 
use the 3D version of the Opera electro-
magnetic simulator from the Vector Fields 
Software range of Cobham Technical 
Services. BWP cites the software’s accu-
racy, the ease with which its analytical 
capabilities can be adapted to suit spe-
cific requirements, and Cobham’s willing-
ness to collaborate in further developing 
key areas such as dynamic modeling as 
the primary factors behind its choice.

How It Works
Like all permanent magnet direct-drive 
wind turbines, the generator rotor of 
BWP’s 3.0MW design turns at about 13 
rpm, necessitating a high pole count. 
Opera’s advanced solvers allow high peri-
odicity to be leveraged, so that the ana-
lytical model can be a fraction of the size 
of the complete generator—significantly 
reducing simulation times. 

MORE ➜ deskeng.com/articles/aabhnp.htm MORE ➜ deskeng.com/articles/aabhnr.htm

A Piece of Quiet
Donaldson hits noise reduction targets 
with LMS acoustic simulation, an ideal 
solution for the design changes caused by 
looming Euro 6 emission standards and 
tougher OEM requirements.

Business is changing at Donaldson, 
one of the world’s largest manufac-
turers of filters for trucks, buses, 
construction equipment and industrial 
machinery. In addition to orders for 
standard and custom air filters, a 
growing number of requests are for 
designing and building complete air 
intake systems for long-haul trucks. 
There’s a sense of urgency, because 
truck engines are being redesigned to 
meet deadlines for strict Euro 6 emis-
sion standards taking effect shortly.
This shift in research and develop-

ment work from the original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) to the supplier fol-
lows the trend in other segments where 
responsibility for system development 
is increasingly delegated to subcontrac-
tors. The result is a win-win situation, 
with OEMs better able to focus on total 
vehicle design—and capable suppli-
ers gaining new business from their 
system-level know-how.

Mind-boggling Constraints
As Donaldson engineers can attest, 
landing these major contracts is no 
simple matter. 

MORE ➜ .deskeng.com/articles/aabhns.htm
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Engineers are using increased Intel® Xeon® processor 
and system performance to simulate and analyze de-
signs more frequently.  Rather than build physical pro-

totypes for testing, it has become possible to simulate designs 
iteratively and make incremental improvements quickly and 
with certainty.  Because prototypes aren’t being constructed, 
engineers can simulate and analyze, refine, and repeat any 
number of times during the design cycle.

The result is better designs, optimized for efficiency, cost, 
or other product characteristic.  And the designs are com-
pleted more quickly, because there is no pause in the design 
process in order to build physical prototypes.  If such pro-
totypes are built at all, they are used at the very end of the 
process as a confirmation of manufacturability, or because of 
regulatory requirements.

Now it’s possible to speed up simulations even more, using 
the just-introduced Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.  The Xeon Phi 
is based on Intel’s Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture, 
which uses Intel’s industry-standard architecture and instruc-
tion set across multiple high-performance processor cores.

The fact that the Xeon Phi uses the same instruction set 
as the Intel industry standard architecture is perhaps its most 
significant advantage, because that enables engineers to run 
existing applications and custom code without modification.  
This provides an immediate path for increased performance 
and productivity for engineers, as simulations complete in a 
much faster amount of time, and with a much higher fidel-
ity, than in the past.  Using Intel Xeon processors with the 
Xeon Phi coprocessor, engineers can immediately boost their 
simulation performance.

As vendors and engineering software developers recompile 
and add new instructions to their applications, performance im-
provements are likely to be much higher.  Software optimized 
for the Phi will be able to take advantage of specialized instruc-
tions to improve parallelism and increase execution speed.

Systems and Boards Already Available
At the Supercomputing 2012 conference and show, a num-
ber of the system and board vendors demonstrated systems 
that included a Xeon Phi slot, making them ready to go as 

soon as the coprocessor was available.  The proliferation of 
Xeon Phi solutions indicates that this product will be ad-
opted quickly and decisively by the engineering community.

Computational performance in parallel computations 
is where the Xeon Phi really shines.  The Xeon Phi has up 
to 60 cores, with four threads per core, for a total of 240 
threads.  This design delivers up to 1 TFLOPS of double 
precision peak performance.  Using the Xeon Phi in con-
junction with one or two Intel Xeon E5 multicore proces-
sors will provide supercomputer-like capabilities for engi-
neering design, analysis, and simulation work entirely on 
the desktop.  A system configured with these processors, 
high-performance ECC memory, and flash storage will 
make engineers much more productive at design activities.

Putting the Power to Use
Engineering design is taking new computing power pro-
vided by the Xeon Phi and other Intel Xeon processors 
and radically changing the design process.  Most and in 
some cases all design activities can occur on the Intel-
based HPC server, with less time out for prototyping or 
simulating on large clusters and supercomputers.

Engineers are making significant strides with simulation 
on their individual workstations, from high-fidelity models 
of individual components to working virtual prototypes of 
entire systems and designs.  Emerging HPC servers using 
the Intel Xeon E5 processors and Intel Xeon Phi coproces-
sor are driving the ability to accelerate and optimize the 
design process through an unparalleled degree of computa-
tion performance, supplementing the computation done on 
the workstation.  This level of power lets more engineer-
ing design work occur on systems closer to the engineer-
ing group and individual engineer.  
This means more interactivity in 
the design process, optimizing the 
design in less time than ever. DE

INFO ➜ Intel Corp: intel.com/go/workstation

Turbocharging Engineering 
with the Intel Xeon Phi
The Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor adds an exciting new dimension  
to HPC servers, giving engineers more options for analysis and simulation.
By PEt Er V arh Ol
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Cooking up Self-Healing, 
Conductive Polymers
Researchers at the Stanford School of 
Engineering have come up with a mix of 
plastic polymers and nickel particles that 
is both conductive and touch-sensitive—
and can even self-heal when damaged. 

The material is made up of long 
polymers connected by weak hydrogen 

bonds, which enables its healing 
properties. The nickel particles increase 
its mechanical strength, and allow for 
conductivity. Not only can the material 
repair itself at room temperature, it can 
do so multiple times with no effect on its 
conductivity. According to a report in the 
Stanford Daily:

“To test the material’s conductive 
properties, the researchers cut a strip 
in half with a scalpel. Seventy-five 
seconds later, they rejoined the material 
at the incision site and observed that 

the material retained 75% of both 
its original strength and electrical 
conductivity within seconds. In half an 
hour, the material regained nearly 100% 
functionality. The team also found that 
the same material could be cut and 
repaired as many as 50 times while 
maintaining its original bending and 
stretching capabilities.”
MORE ➜ engineeringontheedge.
com/?p=3201

Cray Laps Itself in 
Supercomputing Race
Cray continues to push the 
boundaries of supercomputing. Not 
only has the company’s Titan system 
at Oak Ridge just nabbed the No. 
1 spot on the Top500 list, but Cray 
is already shipping systems that 
promise to leave Titan in the dust. 

The company has launched its 
next-generation XC30 supercomputer 
(previously code-named Cascade). It’s 
designed to achieve HPC workloads 
of more than 100 petaflops and scale 
up to 1 million cores.

A number of major customers 
have already signed contracts to 
purchase XC30s, including the Swiss 
National Supercomputing Center, 

Autodesk Points Magic Finger 
at New Interface Technology
Autodesk Research has unveiled a solution 

for converting standard surfaces into touch 
interfaces. The Magic Finger is a small device 
that combines surface and motion detection in 
a thimble-sized form factor that can interpret finger gestures. 

According to the company, the device senses touch through an optical mouse 
sensor. A micro RGB camera allows “contextual actions to be carried out, based 
on the particular surface being touched.”

Magic Finger can recognize 32 individual textures, meaning it can tell 
whether it’s being run across a table vs. a pair of pants, and commands could be 
programmed that are specific to a surface. It can also read 2D bar codes. 

Autodesk Research developed the device in collaboration with the University 
of Toronto and the University of Alberta. 

MORE ➜ engineeringontheedge.com/?p=3006

the Finnish IT Center for Science, 
and the Department of Energy’s 
National Energy Research Scientific 
Computing Center.
MORE ➜ engineeringontheedge.
com/?p=3189

Compost that Server 
The folks at Facebook would like to take 
green engineering to the next level and 
make biodegradable computers. The 
company has launched a contest as 
part of its Open Compute Project, asking 
students at Purdue University to come 
up with a biodegradable, compostable 
computer chassis. Teams will receive a 
server to use for the design process.

Students will participate in a 
Computer and Information Technology 
(CNIT) course at Purdue during the Spring 
2013 semester, then break into teams 
to develop proposals. At the end of the 
semester, winning teams will receive 
funding and support to build a prototype.
MORE ➜ engineeringontheedge.
com/?p=3182

Making Gasoline from Air
UK-based Air Fuel Synthesis claims to 
have created around 5 liters of petrol 
literally out of thin air—using a process 
in which carbon dioxide is combined 
with hydrogen molecules separated 
from water vapor. That process creates 
methanol, which is then passed through 
a gasoline fuel reactor to create petrol.

The process not only removes 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, 
but produces a clean-burning fuel that 
can be used in standard engines. The 
downside: The process requires massive 
amounts of electricity and water.
MORE ➜  engineeringontheedge.
com/?p=3123 

➜ For daily coverage on the future of engineering technology, visit EngineeringOnTheEdge.com
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Objet Announces 
New Objet1000
Just before its merger with Stratasys 
was complete, Objet took a big step in 
additive manufacturing (AM) system with 
the release of the Objet1000. The new 
printer operates on the same principles 
as the company’s Connex line, offering 
more than 120 different digital materials 
from which to choose. According to 
Objet, the system is also capable of 
combining up to 14 different materials 
in the same build. The Objet1000 comes 
bundled with Objet Studio.

The Objet1000 has a 39.3x31.4x19.6 
in. build envelope, the largest yet offered 
by the company. To give you an idea of the 
size, a handcart is included in the package 
to facilitate unloading of the model.
MORE ➜ rapidreadytech.com/?p=2941

Stratasys and Objet 
Complete Merger
As Desktop Engineering reported  
previously, two of the largest companies 
in 3D printers, Stratasys and Objet, 
announced their intent to merge in April 
last year. The boards of both companies 
have now approved the deal, which will 
see the combined stock hit an equity value 
of around $1.4 billion. The new company 
retains the Stratasys name with dual 
headquarters in Eden Prairie, MN, and 
Rehovot, Israel.

Scott Crump, CEO, chairman and 
co-founder of Stratasys, will act as the 
chairman for the combined company. A 
four-man executive committee, headed 
by Elchanan Jaglom, current chairman 
of Objet, will oversee integration and 

implement business strategy. David Reis, 
CEO of Objet, will take the position of CEO 
for the combined company.

The merger will allow the new company 
to offer two different, yet complementary, 
3D printer technologies: Stratasys’ fused 
deposition modeling (FDM) and Objet’s 
PolyJet technology. 
MORE ➜ rapidreadytech.com/?p=1094

Shapeways Builds 
‘Factory of the Future’
Based in New York City, Shapeways 
provides additive manufacturing (AM) 
services and also acts as a clearinghouse 
for AM designs. Customers can log onto 
the site, browse through hundreds of 
designs in categories such as art, games 
and jewelry, and place an order that will 
be created using AM. Prices range from a 
couple bucks to thousands of dollars—and 
business, apparently, is booming.

The company has begun construction 
on a 25,000-sq.-ft. “Factory of the Future” 
in Long Island. New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg was on hand for 
the ribbon-cutting ceremony for the new 

Creaform Releases Portable 
Go!Scan 3D Scanner
Creaform’s new Go!Scan is a handheld 3D 

scanner that is being marketed to industrial 
and professional users. Go!Scan uses a white LED 
light source, with a resolution of .500 mm, and 
an accuracy of 0.1 mm. It can cover a 15-sq.-in. 
scanning area, capturing up to 550,000 measurements per second. Creaform claims 
the speed of the Go!Scan is 10 times faster than other 3D scanners.

The new 3D scanner weighs 2.4 lbs.—making it heavier than an iPad, but lighter than 
most cordless drills. It is point-and-shoot, or the scanner can be fixed in place to capture 
data while an object is rotated in front of it.
MORE ➜ rapidreadytech.com/?p=2691

➜ For more coverage of rapid technologies, visit RapidReadyTech.com

facility, which Shapeways claims will have 
the capacity to 3D-print 3 million to 5 
million custom products a year.

Plans for the building also include 
a laboratory for “research and 
development of new materials, post-
production techniques, and community 
experimentation.” The Factory of the 
Future will be open for tours as well, 
further driving interest in AM technology.
MORE ➜ rapidreadytech.com/?p=2677

A Conversation 
with Terry Wohlers
Well-known 3D printing guru Terry 
Wohlers started his company 26 
years ago, with a focus on CAD/CAM 
applications and consulting. He had 
published a book on AutoCAD (the 20th 
edition of which was published last 
August) and, during the course of his 
ongoing research, he read about the 
launch of a brand-new company named 
3D Systems and a new technology 
called stereolithography (SLA).

“I read an article about 
stereolithography and I was intrigued 
by it,” Wohlers recalls. “I contacted the 
company; they sent me a VHS videotape 
and a part, a full-scale distributor cap, and 
I was absolutely astounded by it.”

Wohlers began to study the technology 
and follow developments in the industry ... 
MORE ➜ rapidreadytech.com/?p=2766
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Editor’s Picks by Anthony J. Lockwood

Each week, Tony Lockwood combs through dozens of new products to bring you the ones he thinks will 
help you do your job better, smarter and faster. Here are Lockwood’s most recent musings about the 
products that have really grabbed his attention.
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Concept from Romax Technology in the 
UK seems to be a logical way to go about 
designing driveline and gearbox systems. In 
a nutshell, Concept is for the upfront design 
and optimization of such systems used in car 
transmissions, power tools, and even wind 
turbine gearboxes.

“Upfront” is the keyword here. Concept’s 
reasoning for being, so to speak, is to provide 
engineers a comprehensive concept develop-
ment platform so that you can make better 
decisions at the beginning of your design 
process quickly.
MORE ➜ deskeng.com/articles/aabhay.htm

The other day, I came across the Matrix 
300+ 3D printer from an Irish outfit called 
Mcor Technologies. One intent of this device 
seems to be to break this bottleneck for 
SMBs, or any outfit wanting to get into 3D 
printing that has not satisfied their concerns 
about its total operating costs. Here’s why I 
think that: The Matrix 300+ uses regular old 

letter-sized paper and a water-based bond-
ing agent to produce eco-friendly models.

Parts are built using a layering technol-
ogy the company calls Variable Volume 
Deposition (VVD), which seems to offer a 
way to make parts both more durable as 
well as complex.
MORE ➜ deskeng.com/articles/aabgzp.htm

TeamPlatform is a cloud-based service 
offering a bevy of CAD project collaboration 
and management tools. You need a brows-
er to use it. It keeps current on all the stuff 
that’s been driving you nuts, so right off the 
bat you can eliminate installing updates 
and forking over dough for add-ons. 

It starts with file sharing ,viewing and 

mark-up. It seems TeamPlatform supports 
every file type known to CAD, including the 
majors natively and 2D SVG files. You can do 
all the neat stuff: explode and rotate views, 
take measurements, annotate, highlight with 
arrows, and create discussion threads within 
the context of your model and/or project.
MORE ➜ deskeng.com/articles/aabgyf.htm

Look, I know that developing any sort of auto-
mated test system is a tough business. This is 
why over the years I have found NI TestStand 
test management software such an intriguing 
product. It helps you build automated tests, 
run tests of your tests, and collect results. It 
also helps you deploy the tests when that time 
comes. Let’s take a look at it.

Out of the box, NI TestStand provides 
scalable test development tools. These 
include things for reporting test results, 
testing devices in parallel, customization, 
logging results, and deploying your final ver-
sion to production.
MORE ➜ deskeng.com/articles/aabgxb.htm

Software for Driveline and Gearbox Design and Optimization
Concept development application allows up-front optimization of gearbox and 
driveline systems.

Mcor Technologies Launches the Matrix 300+
3D printer that uses paper for build material is enhanced to reduce build time.

Cloud Collaboration Portal Supports Exporting to Excel
Complimentary 3D model sharing and visualization service also opened.

NI TestStand 2012 Increases Automated Test Throughput
Provides flexibility with new modular framework; said to be ideal for parallel tests.
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Advertorial ///  BOXX Technologies 

Design Optimization Sponsored Report/ Intel® Corporation

M ost engineering applications, like SolidWorks, Au-
todesk Revit, or Autodesk Inventor, are frequency 
bound (meaning they predominantly use only one 

processing core), so their ideal hardware platform is a workstation 
with fewer cores but higher frequency. However, if your workflow 
also includes rendering and simulation (which use multiple cores 
simultaneously), you’ll need the maximum number of cores to 
run at peak performance. For most workflows, a quad core Intel®
Core™ i7 processor is optimal, especially if it’s overclocked like 
those found in XTREME edition workstations from BOXX.

Overclocking Matters
While brand name computer manufacturers focus most of their 
attention on mass produced, general use PCs, BOXX offers pro-
fessional grade workstations custom configured and overclocked 
for 3D visualization. And with the ability to achieve 4.5 GHz, 
overclocked 3DBOXX XTREME workstations hold a decided 
advantage over competitors’ top-of-the-line models, which can 
only manage 3.7 GHz— the speed threshold since 2006. 

“It’s the frequency plateau,” says Tim Lawrence, BOXX Tech-
nologies’ VP of Engineering. “Improvements to architecture 
have helped somewhat, but not enough. With processor speeds 
remaining virtually stagnant for six years, overclocking is the only 
way to significantly increase core speed and thus, performance.” 

Faster processes result in an accelerated workflow, greater ef-

ficiency, higher productivity, and a better overall user experience.
And if you’re concerned about the effects of overclocking on a 

processor, rest assured knowing BOXX has shipped overclocked 
systems since 2008 and with thousands of systems in the field, the 
company has not experienced a processor failure rate any differ-
ent from that of standard processor systems. And like all BOXX 
systems, XTREME systems are backed by a three-year warranty. 

Critical Components
3DBOXX 4050 XTREME and 4920 XTREME performance is 
enhanced by the option of Intel® Smart Response Technology, 
whereby the system automatically learns which files users access 
frequently and copies them from the hard drive to the solid state 
drives. The next time the files are requested, they’re loaded from 
the SSDs, rather than the slower hard drive. The result is faster 
booting, faster application loading, and accelerated performance.

In regard to system memory, you’ll need at least 8 to 10 GB. 
With this amount, if your workstation is responsive and executes 
tasks quickly, you’ve made the right choice. If not, you may need 
to increase your RAM (in many instances) to as much as 16GB.

Although an NVIDIA Quadro 600 card is serviceable, BOXX 
recommends the NVIDIA Quadro 2000 as an ideal mid-range 
graphics card for most engineering workflows.

Because rendering is a key aspect of engineering workflows, 
engineers should consider off-loading it to a dedicated render-
ing system like BOXX renderPRO. Available with Intel® Xeon®

E5-2600 series processors, renderPRO features up to 16 process-
ing cores. It enables users to deliver complex projects within bud-
get and on schedule by drastically reducing rendering time. 

Increasing Productivity and Profit
The key to increasing productivity and profit is to accomplish 
more in less time. Faster turnaround means fewer employee 
hours invested and more time for new projects and clients. 
So when you configure the ultimate engineering workstation, 
consider solutions you won’t find anywhere else delivering per-
formance you can’t get anywhere else—overclocked 3DBOXX 
XTREME workstations. DE

INFO ➜  BOXX Technologies: 

www.boxxtech.com/solutions/solutions.asp

Why you need overclocking, SSD caching 
and dedicated rendering. 

How to Confi gure the Ultimate 
Engineering Workstation

Highly  Recommended 
For engineering workflows, BOXX recommends the 
following workstations:

3DBOXX 4050 XTREME is a liquid-cooled workstation, 
powered by an overclocked quad core, Intel® Core™ i7 pro-
cessor running at 4.5 GHz. Available with up to two GPUs 
(NVIDIA Maximus™ technology) and support for solid state 
drive (SSD) caching for increased storage performance, 
4050 XTREME is the industry’s fastest single socket work-
station for engineering and product design applications.

3DBOXX 4920 XTREME, another liquid-cooled BOXX 
workstation, includes an overclocked, six core, Intel® 
Core™ i7 processor also capable of speeds up to 4.5 
GHz. 4920  XTREME is available with up to four GPUs 
(NVIDIA Maximus™ technology), and support for solid 
state drive caching for increased storage performance.
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Whether generating ballpark 
figures or finely detailing non-
linear responses, engineers are 

increasingly using simulation software 
to analyze mechanical design behavior. 
A necessary part of the process requires 
subdividing the design into a mesh of 2D 
or 3D elements defined by nodes and 
closely following the geometry. This task 
can be tackled in one of three ways: 
• work within today’s CAD-embedded 
programs;
• use tools native to a separate analysis 
package; or 
• bring in a specialized third-party tool.

Complexity generally increases with 
the size of the model, the physics involved, 
or the number of physics you’re studying. 
Keeping these factors in mind should help 
you evaluate options. DE takes a look at 
a number of these meshing approaches—
with their strengths and trade-offs—to put 
you on an efficient pre-processing path.

From CAD on up
Pointwise has almost three decades of ex-
perience in computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) pre-processing, so Rick Matus, 
the company president, has a broad per-
spective on the topic. 

“There is a ladder of increasing control 
[and decreasing automation] as you move 

from CAD-embedded CFD to standalone 
CFD packages, to adding a separate CFD 
meshing package like Pointwise,” Matus 
explains. “Likewise, as you look at the peo-
ple using these various CFD approaches, 
you are moving from someone doing basic 
fluid flow to someone doing more difficult 
applications, to someone with difficult ap-
plications and demand for accuracy.”

Stephen Endersby, SolidWorks senior 
product manager, sees a similar variation 
along the spectrum of the tools them-
selves: “Most CAD packages are good at 
capturing geometry. If you have an em-
bedded mesher, because you have access 
to the actual feature history parametrics, 
you’re probably going to capture the ge-
ometry very precisely.” 

Endersby notes that an external 
mesher may have a harder task, as it has 
to do some recognition of the geometry. 
This task can take more time, but that 
mesh will probably still be of equal worth. 

However, he adds, if you also need to 
capture stress changes and gradients, you 
need adaptive meshing capabilities that 
recognize, perhaps, the need for a finer 
mesh in the area of a fillet or sharp cor-
ner. Today’s SolidWorks can do a great 
deal of that, too, and may be sufficient.

The target audience for doing analy-
sis within CAD programs is the gener-

alist mechanical engineer (as well as an 
analyst), and that person may or may not 
have also created the geometry. With 
this group in mind, Christos Katsis, PTC 
vice president of R&D simulation soft-
ware, notes his company’s Creo Simulate 
software tries to automate the numerical 
controls that the analyst has to use. 

“By being an integral part of the CAD 
environment, having an intimate knowl-
edge of the geometry, we can provide 
powerful ways to automatically clean up 
or heal defects,” says Katsis. “Additionally, 
not only in Creo Parametric but also in 
Creo Direct, there are tools to simplify 
[the model] by suppressing features or 
modifying geometry.”

If you’re using a product data man-
agement (PDM) system, you can store 
iterations of the model. 

“Given the direct associativity between 
the simulation and the CAD model, doing 
edits for ‘what if’ studies or sensitivity and 
optimization studies can be performed 
without additional work,” Katsis says. “You 
may only need to partially remesh.” 

Have FE/CFD Software, Will Mesh
As soon as you start looking at meshing 
from the perspective of the finite element 
analysis (FEA) or CFD analysis software 
developers, you find many more ways to 

Meshing Your 
Design for Analysis: 
Which Path to Take?
Automation makes the job easier, but fl exible options still rule.
BY PAMELA J. WATERMAN
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approach the task. Your choice will depend 
both on what software you’re used to and 
the level of complexity of your project.

NEi Software now offers NEi in-
CAD for SolidWorks (a progression from 
NEi Fusion), as well as NEi in-CAD 
for IronCAD, supporting meshing and 
analysis within a familiar environment. 
For more analysis-heavy users, the 
company markets a version of Siemens 
PLM Femap pre-processing/meshing 
software optimized for use with NEi 
Nastran in its various flavors. 

Nick Trebilcock, NEi Software 
product development manager, points 
out one difference where the latter ap-
proach may be preferred, noting, “CAD 
models are modeled with mathematical 
accuracy, but may not actually be mod-
eled with real-life accuracy.” 

Mitch Muncy, NEi’s director of engi-
neering, concurs: “For the most accurate 
results, you go into more advanced tools 
like Femap, where the goal is to obliterate 
the geometry and turn it into the perfect 
mesh. By doing so, you’ve got the best 
mathematical model that represents what 
you originally created in CAD.” He says 
specialized meshing tools take this further, 
going after that extra 10% improvement.

The CAD-embedded versions of an 
analysis package offer features many de-
signers prefer. Baskar Rajagopalan, CD-
adapco product manager for CAD client 
integration, says that these include not 
having to do geometry translation, hav-
ing the same look and feel as the CAD 
product, and being able to do more work 
up front and concurrently, with a tightly 
coupled workflow for modifying the ge-
ometry and rerunning the analysis. 

Behind the scenes of CD-adapco’s 
CAD versions are the STAR-CCM+ 
meshing engine and solver themselves. 

“The CAD clients give you the abil-
ity to either push just the geometry into 
STAR-CCM+ for all the simulation 
that needs to be done, or push both the 
geometry and the simulation data,” says 
Rajagopalan, offering such examples 
as boundary conditions or mesh. “En-
gineers, casual users and CFD analysts 
can all benefit from using CAD clients.”

Altair Engineering’s HyperWorks 
software includes HyperMesh, a power-
ful pre-processor first developed in 1990 
and used extensively in automotive and 
aerospace applications. While readily han-
dling simple models, it really shines when 
tackling detailed geometry or mesh in very 
large models. You can import geometry, 

other meshes and such information as ply 
thickness and orientation for working with 
composites. The software can automati-
cally assemble and recognize spot welds, 
seam welds and bolted assemblies, and has 
full support for adhesive modeling.

Users can run HyperMesh in an auto-
cleanup mode, where you define such 
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When it’s time to make that idea come to life, turn to the workstation 
o�ering unmatched reliability. Lenovo® ThinkStations®, with NVIDIA® 
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criteria as what to do with holes smaller 
than a certain diameter. A batch mesher 
option is the most automated process, in-
cluding geometry cleanup and meshing 
whose quality can be precisely measured; 
this is useful if you have, say, a full vehicle, 
that might consist of many hundreds of 
parts. You can submit them all at one 
time—and, by using multiple CPUs, get 
through a full vehicle quickly.

“Process automation doesn’t mean 
you need to compromise on accuracy,” 
says Uli Gollwitzer, Altair Engineering 
marketing manager, modeling and visu-
alization “You are able to set up all these 
control parameters, and you are still 

going to get the same level of quality.”
Even the more specialized analysis 

packages can still target the engineer who 
is not a full-time analyst. To do so, Au-
todesk offers three choices in its Autodesk 
Simulation line, based on products ac-
quired from Algor, Blue Ridge Numerics 
and Moldflow, as well as including some 
meshing inside Inventor Optimization. 

Autodesk Product Marketing Man-
ager Luke Mihelcic says customers need 
to spend time on efforts other than mesh-
ing, so the approach provides robust, fully 
automated steps inside their products 
that remove the guesswork. However, 
users can still choose to manually loosen, 

tighten or refine a mesh as desired.
Mihelcic notes that users get helpful 

visual results to make more adjustments.
“There are feedback tools that say, 

‘There are a lot of thin surfaces or thin 
edges in this model—you may want to 
consider adjusting your mesh in this lo-
cation,’” he offers as an example. He adds 
that you can do mesh optimization studies 
within Autodesk Simulation CFD, telling 
it to run, for example, three or five mesh 
sensitivity studies, based on your direc-
tion to look at areas of high temperature 
or high pressure, etc. The software deter-
mines where there is or is not a lot of ac-
tivity, and refines the mesh automatically.

The whole idea of evaluating meshing 
independently of the mathematical solv-
ers invites discussion. 

“Our view is that meshing is an in-
tegral part of the whole simulation pro-
cess,” says Barry Christenson, ANSYS 
director of product marketing. “The 
more automated, the more integrated, 
the better. It also requires a high degree 
of synchronized development with your 
solvers. Maybe as you’re developing new 
advancements in automation, you’re de-
veloping new element formulations—to 
keep up with changes in element shape 
and uniformity. Your solver needs to uti-
lize those meshes effectively.”

The capability to handle complex 
physics and their necessary meshes is 
reflected in COMSOL Multiphysics 
analysis software. It supports creating 
flexible, highly detailed versions, as well 
as importing third-party creations. 

Altair HyperMesh is a high-performance fi nite element 
pre-processor that can prepare the largest models, even 
including composite structures, for analysis runs in different 
disciplines. Image courtesy of Altair Engineering.

Altair HyperMesh pre-processing software includes 
connector technology that automatically assembles 
individual parts, modeling such structures as a seam 
weld. Image courtesy of Altair Engineering.

A Quick Look at Meshing Options
Editor’s Note: Rick Matus, president of Pointwise (CFD meshing software), 
shared with Pam Waterman a quick pro/con comparison of meshing capabilities:

If you are looking for a highly automated approach, maybe only requiring 
a single button-push to get results, then the CAD-embedded computational 
fluid dynamics/finite element analysis (CFD/FEA) solutions are the way to 
go. Engineers interested just in gross effects of the basic flow will probably 
be happy with CAD-embedded apps. The disadvantage is it does not always 
produce accurate results, and it is not always readily apparent when the 
results are wrong and by what degree.

A standalone CFD/FEA package would typically provide more control 
over the mesh, solver and physical models. A CAD-embedded app might 
not include the model of a particular application, so you need to go to the 
standalone app to get the desired accuracy. Likewise, you may know a finer 
grid is required in a localized region in order to resolve a flow feature there. 
Highly automated meshers do not give you the ability to control the mesh to 
that degree, so this would be another case where the standalone CFD pack-
age would be needed.

Sometimes even the standalone CFD/FEA apps do not provide enough 
mesh control, so you need a separate mesher to get the highest accuracy.
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Comparing the two approaches, Lo-
rant Olasz, COMSOL program manager 
of external interfaces, says the advantage 
of working solely within a certain pack-
age is that the software developers really 
know their users’ needs. Because the mesh 
may need to be constructed differently for 
each application, COMSOL Multiphys-
ics offers tools that support optimizing 
the mesh for CFD, plasma, structural and 
many other analysis types. Physics-con-
trolled meshing (with nine different pre-
set mesh size settings) and user-controlled 
meshing each offer refinement options.

For users who rely on legacy systems 

or have in-house groups that do the 
meshing, Olasz suggests building a single 
mesh, then handing it off for designers 
to use in multiple analysis packages with 
structural or thermal specializations. 
With that in mind, COMSOL supports 
importing NASTRAN format meshes, 
and allows splitting a mesh into domains 
based on material data or element type.

Automatic adaptive remeshing is a 
hot topic, and it’s one that figures promi-
nently in SIMULIA’s Abaqus/CAE soft-
ware. The feature allows the program to 
work iteratively with Abaqus/Standard or 
Abaqus/Explicit to determine an optimal 

mesh—again demonstrating an advantage 
of working within a single environment. 

For example, a sequential coupled 
thermal-structural analysis can progress 
from a coarse to fine mesh via a series of 
jobs submitted between the two programs. 
Each job communicates user-defined er-
ror-indicators that control remeshing it-
erations, balancing computational cost and 
accuracy. Such an optimized mesh would 
be difficult to generate manually.

The Abaqus documentation offers 
several recommendations about meshing 
decisions. The company even has a dedi-
cated training class on selecting appropri-

Automatic tetrahedral mesh of the 
rear axle of a tractor, using ANSYS 
software. Image courtesy of ANSYS.

Automatic hex-dominant mesh of a 
clutch casing, using ANSYS software. 
Image courtesy of ANSYS.
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ate elements that help with special situa-
tions, such as bending or incompressible 
materials or a particular application. 

“We’ve found that most users learn 
very quickly what are the different ele-
ment topologies and types to use,” says 
Asif Khan, Abaqus/CAE product manager.

Third-party Power
Pointwise CFD pre-processing software 
is joined by several other major, stand-
alone packages that support detailed 
meshing capabilities. As mentioned 
earlier, Siemens PLM Femap is a well-
known tool that people turn to when 
they are faced with challenging modeling 
or meshing problems. 

“CAD-embedded FEA programs are 
great for creating push-button solid mod-
els from solid CAD data. However, you 
can very easily create huge models that be-
come difficult or impossible to solve,” says 
Al Robertson, Seimens Femap marketing 
manager. “Femap provides a variety of ca-
pabilities to manage model size by ideal-
izing the structure. It also supports more 
advanced analysis by creating specialized 
elements like nonlinear springs, rigid ele-
ments, spiders or mass elements.” 

Robertson says the functionalities in 
the Femap Meshing Toolbox include tools 
to edit a mesh interactively once it’s been 
created. It affords the user control over 
mesh sizing, seeding along edges, and even 
the ability to move individual nodes while 
conforming to the underlying geometry. 

“In the just-released version, we’re 
adding the ability to create surface geom-
etry from existing shell models, modify 
or update the geometry, then remesh,” 
he adds. “This capability allows users to 
more easily make edits and updates to 
legacy finite element models for which 
there is no geometry available. “

For Robert Rainsberger, president of 
XYZ Scientific Applications, there are at 
least a dozen reasons to use TrueGrid, 
his company’s specialized mesh generat-
ing software. He says many of the advan-
tages stem from the fact that TrueGrid 
generates hexahedral element meshes in-
stead of the automatic tetrahedral meshes 
commonly bundled with CAD systems 

COMSOL Multiphysics’ Cap 
Faces geometry operation is 
designed to make it easy to 
cover the ends of fl uid channels 
and then mesh the interior of 
imported CAD parts. Image 
courtesy of COMSOL.

With PTC Creo Simulate, high-order, p-type fi nite elements follow the model 
geometry exactly. If part of the model is meshed with bricks for solution effi ciency, 
the brick mesh is automatically transitioned and bonded to an unstructured 
tetrahedral mesh in the rest of the model. Image courtesy of PTC.

H-adaptive meshing control detail performed within SolidWorks simulation 
software. Image courtesy of SolidWorks.
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or simulation codes. His top four include:
1. There is no need to clean up the ge-
ometry, because TrueGrid can handle 
gaps and overlaps.
2. The software can handle complex ge-
ometry, with no limit on mesh size. Rains-
berger says a 1 billion-node TrueGrid 
mesh is unusual, but not uncommon.
3. TrueGrid is not restricted to common 
surface types. 
4. Any aspect of the model can be param-
eterized, letting users try a variations ei-
ther manually or via an automated search. 

The rest of Rainsberger’s Top 12 
TrueGrid benefits address such features 
as being able to form boundary layers 
with high aspect ratios (typical for CFD 
analysis), dealing with anisotropic mate-
rials such as fiber composites, and accu-
rately modeling elastic-plastic material 
models. He says it pays to use a versatile 
mesh generator to ensure success, flex-
ibility and desired accuracy every time.

With all these choices, it’s a good 
thing that the company websites offer 
detailed comparative charts and user we-
binars. Gather up your models; it’s time 
to go for a meshing test drive. DE

Contributing Editor Pamela Waterman, 
DE’s simulation expert, is an electrical engi-
neer and technical writer based in Arizona. 
Contact her via DE-Editors@deskeng.com.

Workfl ow diagram for using SIMULIA’s Abaqus/CAE multiphysics  analysis 
software with optional third-party meshing functions. Image courtesy of SIMULIA.

George Laird, principal mechanical engineer and owner, Predictive 
Engineering, says, “With the new automatic geometry preparation feature in 
Femap 10.3, our average speed for meshing a typical casting model is nearly 
50 times faster. It’s is a true game-changer in the world of meshing complex 
solid models.” Image courtesy of Siemens PLM.

INF O ➜ Altair Engineering: 
AltairHyperWorks.com

➜ ANSYS: ANSYS.com

➜  Autodesk (Algor): 
USA.Autodesk.com/simulation-software

➜ CD-adapco: CD-adapco.com

➜ COMSOL: COMSOL.com

➜ NEi Software: NEiSoftware.com

➜ Pointwise: Pointwise.com

➜ PTC: PTC.com

➜ Siemens PLM: Siemens.com/plm

➜ SIMULIA: SIMULIA.com

➜ SolidWorks: SolidWorks.com

➜  XYZ Scientific Applications: 
TrueGrid.com

Mesh of an electronics-cooling layout for CFD analysis, performed with CD-
adapco STAR-CCM+ software. Image courtesy of CD-adapco.
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Editor’s Note: Tony Abbey teaches the NAFEMS FEA Intro class 
in Stratford UK, Calgary Canada, and Los Angeles over the next 
three months. Contact tony.abbey@nafems.org for details.

It is a sobering fact that structures can take up an enormous 
part of an engineer’s time in the meshing phase. A complex 
fabrication may use very little of available CAD geometry 

when meshing—or worse, be just a 2D dra wing image. Meshing 
can then hit 80% of project time.

For most structures, a good understanding of meshing is im-
portant for productivity. Factors include:

• effective techniques in your meshing tool;
• how analysis objectives affect the mesh;
• correct element types and numbers;
• loading and constraint regions; and
• the level of accuracy needed.
Many other considerations also affect meshing. Let’s review 

meshing within the finite element analysis (FEA) process, and 
how to get the most out of your software.

3D Idealization
Idealization defines how we simulate structural characteristics 
of the component. A component may be defined by CAD solid 
geometry, having all the information needed to calculate stiff-
ness and strength. The geometry can be “cleaned” to remove 
irrelevant features such as tooling holes, bolt holes, handles, 
electronic components, etc. Cutouts and fillets that define de-
tail, but are away from areas of high stress concentration, can be 
ignored. We apply loading and constraints directly to geometry 
faces—or edges. 

The geometry has fully defined everything we need (see 
Fig. 1). We mesh with 3D elements, in a 3D idealization.

Alternatively, we may have a 3D CAD model of a fabrica-
tion (such as an aircraft fuselage; see Fig. 2). We cannot mesh 
with solid elements, because the level of detail implies a model 
of the order of a billion (1E9) or more elements. The practical 
performance limit today is around 5 million (5E6) elements! 

A fabricated structure requires a 2D/1D idealization 
strategy (see Fig. 3):

• 2D thin shells (skins, bulkheads and spars)
• 1D beams or rods (frames and stiffeners)
We may also use shells for the frames and stiffeners.

Surface geometry is derived, and then meshed with 2D shells 
and edges with beams or rods. The derivation of the geometry 

Meshing for FEA

FIGURE 2: Typical fabricated structure with solid 
geometry.

FIGURE 1: Component loaded and constrained at 
surface geometry.

FIGURE 3: Typical fabricated structure and mesh.

Become more productive by mastering this technique.
BY TONY ABBEY
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from the original 3D CAD can be labor intensive, however.
The mesh can be created directly without need for parent 

geometry; this gives greater flexibility in approach.
Quadrilateral (Quad) elements are preferred, and Trian-

gular (Tria) elements avoided, as they have inferior accuracy. 
A four-sided geometric surface will always generate smooth 
“mapped” type meshes. An arbitrary five- or greater-sided 
surface requires an irregular, “Pac-Man-like” generation, by 
spawning elements from each side and then smoothing con-
frontation regions where sides meet. Fig. 4 shows surfaces and 
mesh of the two types. 

Hex and Tet Elements
If a CAD component can be formed by extruding, sweep-
ing or lofting in the CAD model, then we can use 2.5D 
meshing. A Quad mesh surface forms 3D Brick (Hex) ele-
ments by sweeping, or the solid can Hex mesh directly (see 
Fig. 5). The Hex elements are much more accurate than 
3D Tetrahedral (Tet) elements. However, it is difficult to 
mesh other than in 2.5D or “brick-like” geometry. Many 
have tried to invent a pure Hex mesher—and so far, none 
have succeeded.

All 3D geometry can be Hex meshed, given sufficient time 
and patience. A Rubik’s Cube is a good analogy. 3D meshing 
is a tradeoff—Hex for high accuracy, Tets for speed and ease 
of meshing. Warning: Do not use four-noded Tet elements. 
They give appalling results. Only use 10-noded Tets (mid-side 
nodes present). 

Meshing Control
The basic mesh control is global mesh size, applied throughout 
the geometry (see Fig. 6). Most meshers will calculate this auto-
matically. You can override, but be aware that a reduction from 
6mm to 3mm implies eight times more elements.

Mesh control is improved by defining mesh density at ver-
tices, along curves or on individual surfaces. Curvature-based 
meshing can be used, because curvature increases and mesh 
density increases (see Fig. 7).

This hierarchy of controls can be extremely effective, but 
requires practice. I recommend starting with simple shapes 
and experimenting with controls to see how they interact (see 
“Achieving Perfection,” page 27).

Checking Mesh Quality
Mesh quality is checked via element geometry such as aspect 
ratio, value of internal angles, etc. Check documentation def-
initions, because they do vary across solvers. Contour plots 
and filters are useful in identifying poor elements. The solver 
should also give warnings of poor elements. I recommend 
taking simple geometry and introducing mesh distortions to 
explore this.

Simply put, badly shaped elements affect the accuracy of re-
sults. In an extreme case, a Tet element can be so distorted that 

FIGURE 4: Regular mesh (bottom) and “Pac-Man” 
type mesh (top).

FIGURE 5: 2.5D meshing, resulting in hex elements.

FIGURE 6: Global mesh control.
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it will “blow up” numerically, causing solver failure. We need to 
trap this before the analysis starts. 

One useful “catchall” check is the Jacobian value. This is 
based on the mathematics used to evaluate the element stiffness. 
A good limit value is element- and solver-dependent, thanks to 
varying mathematics and definitions. I recommend creating a 
regular mesh, then distorting the mesh and comparing values. 

Bad Geometry
CAD geometry can have a variety of problems that directly af-
fect meshing. Small slivers are common at the intersection of 
curved surfaces, for example (see Fig. 8). The mesh has high 
aspect ratio Tets in this region, and gives poor results. It is best 
to simplify or alter the geometry to eliminate the feature, or to 
add a properly defined fillet. 

Other CAD features can result in poor meshing, including 

tolerance errors resulting in “cracks” in the geometry, negative 
volumes, etc. CAD geometry robustness may be poor because 
of interdependence of geometric features. Removing a hole or 
fillet may destroy the integrity of the CAD model. 

While this is a big topic, in summary, I recommend a care-
ful assessment of just how “mesh-ready” the CAD geometry is. 

Element Stress Accuracy
FEA solves for displacements, not stresses. The displacements 
are continuous and smooth if the mesh is reasonably fine. The 
derived stresses are not continuous, and can jump widely in 
value at a common node if a poor mesh is present. 

Fig. 9 shows a fillet with increasing element density, im-
proving the stress distribution and accuracy. The postprocessor 
is prevented from artificially averaging stress values at nodes. 
Averaging hides the stress “jumps” between elements, and can 
reduce the apparent peak stress values. I recommend keep av-
eraging switched off. 

Fig. 10 shows stresses around a loaded plate with hole; the 
maximum stress value increases as the number of elements in-
creases and converges to an accurate solution. 

Switching on stress averaging gives smooth contour plots, but 
the peak stresses are averaged. This is what I refer to in training 
courses as the “shell game.” Where is the right answer hiding?

Accuracy Levels
An accurate estimate of stress levels in areas of concern is 
needed, such as around holes, fillets, weld toes and similar stress 
raisers. FEA loads and constraints may be applied to point or 
line features, instead of being spread over a surface. 

In practice, any load or support is distributed over a region. 
Using a point or line implies a finite force applied on an infi-
nitely small area, giving an infinite stress—a stress singularity. 
Unrealistically sharp fillets and welds also cause this. 

Fig. 8 shows a fillet de-featured or undefined in the CAD 

FIGURE 7: Curvature-
based mesh refi nement.

➜ FIGURE 8: Poor CAD 
detail, resulting in slivers.

➜

Meshing Technique
1.  Start with known meshing problem areas. Meshing is 

always iterative; don’t be satisfied with the first attempt. 
The meshers are designed for fast deletion and remesh. 
Join up the difficult areas once satisfied.

2.  Set a time limit. Time can run away when meshing—it 
is easy to get diverted by what can be quite a therapeu-
tic pastime! I recommend setting a time limit for specific 
mesh regions. For example, allot 20 minutes to achieve 
a best compromise mesh distribution.

3.  Focus on the big picture. Keep the overall strategy 
and element count in mind as you progress through 
the structure.

4.  Do a coarse mesh run to get a feel for stress concentra-
tions, then refine accordingly. Avoid a leap in mesh den-
sity, which risks tripping over the performance cliff edge.
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model. The mesh follows the right angle corner. We can’t manu-
facture that sharp a corner, theoretically down to molecular level. 
Our FE model is “dumb” in that sense—we defined an infinitely 
sharp corner, and mathematically, that’s what we get. Increasing 
the mesh density to improve the distribution of stress and get a 
“better” answer won’t work; the stress just keeps going up. This 
poorly modeled region can result in an arbitrary stress value. 

If we include the fillet, as in Fig. 9 (left image), then we get 
a finite stress value. But the mesh may be too coarse. The mesh 
jumps are big, giving low confidence in the values. Increasing the 
mesh density results in only a small increase in stress and a good 
distribution (see Fig. 9, right). The solution is nearly converged. 
A study like this is very important to show accuracy of results.

Just Hit the Meshing Button?
We need to put the elements where they will be most effec-
tive—at stress concentrations with high stress values. We use 
manual controls, or an adaptive mesher, by running trial analy-
ses and refining the mesh.

Fig. 9 (right) shows a local fine mesh at the fillet in a global 
coarse mesh, giving 208,826 elements. Using a global fine mesh 
gives 3,806,030 elements. The solution in CPU time is propor-
tional to element number squared, so it is a significant increase. 

The solution must fit into available memory. If we overflow, 
the FE solver writes to virtual memory or disc with a very sharp 
increase in solution time. This is known as the “cliff edge” effect.

The amount of output data—stresses and displacements—
can reach terabytes. Industry anticipates a rapid increase in FEA 
data output to petabytes, or 1,000 terabytes. A lot of that is un-
necessary, however, and can be avoided by good planning.

Everyone has finite resources, so aim to work within those 
limits. You can explore your resource limits by building dummy 
“block” models meshed to death. Compare model size against 
run time and data storage, and tune your FE model size. For ex-
ample, if 5.8 million elements trips you out of core memory with 
a huge increase in runtime, aim for around 5.2 million elements. 

Slicing and Dicing
Fig. 1 shows a solid with additional slicing on faces, and through 
depth to improve the mesh distribution. The extra operations 
result in a CAD model that is not an efficient definition of the 
component—although it is a more useful, “FE-friendly” CAD 
model where we exert better mesh control.

Loading is applied on one quarter of the end lug, so a surface 
must be created to define this (see Fig. 1). 

In summary, if you have a structure that is mesh-intensive, it 
is going to take some planning. Performance tuning exercises 
help by giving you a feel for how many elements your system 
can handle, and accuracy tests will help you understand what the 
element density and permissible distortions are. DE

Tony Abbey is a consultant analyst with his own company, 
FETraining. He also works as training manager for NAFEMS, re-
sponsible for developing and implementing training classes, including 
a wide range of e-learning classes. Send e-mail about this article to 
DE-Editors@deskeng.com.

INFO ➜ FETraining: FETraining.com

➜ NAFEMS: NAFEMS.org/e-learning

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.

FIGS. 9 (ABOVE) AND 10 (RIGHT): Improving 
stress distribution and accuracy.

Achieving Perfection
The perfect element shape is:
• Hex: cube
• Quad: square
• Tet and Tria: equal angles
These shapes give the best numerical integration to derive 
the displacement and stress distributions in the elements.
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The combination of ease-of-use 
improvements, higher preci-
sion accuracy, and a narrowing 

price/performance curve is advanc-
ing the cause of 3D scanning as a 
means of modernizing and bolster-
ing productivity for both quality 
inspection and reverse engineering 
applications across a growing range 
of manufacturers.

The newest generation of 3D 
scanners and related quality inspec-
tion and metrology software prom-
ises to deliver clear benefits over 
mechanical measurement processes, 
including traditional coordinate 
measurement machines (CMMs), 
experts say. Specifically, smoother 
workflows via integration with 3D 
CAD systems, ongoing improve-
ments to ease operation, and con-

tinually evolving scanning speeds are 
helping engineers improve efficiency 
and quality for first article inspection 
applications—all while shaving hours 
(and dollars) from product develop-
ment processes. This is particularly 
true for reverse engineering objects 
with complex geometries.

“There is definitely a trend to-
ward more 3D scanning,” says David 
Olson, director of sales and mar-
keting for Verisurf, a provider of a 
model-based definition metrology 
software suite that supports a range 
of metrology hardware, including 
laser trackers and scanners as well as 
stationary and portable CMMs. “You 
can capture many more points in a 
shorter amount of time, which can 
be very useful when you have organic 
shapes and ergonomic forms, like a 

pistol grip or an interface between a 
prosthetic device and a human body.”

Consumer interest in 3D technol-
ogy, and specifically, a rising comfort 
level with products like Microsoft’s 
Kinect gaming interface, which uses 
light to measure and display 3D vir-
tual environments, is also drawing 
attention to the category. Metrol-
ogy experts say that while Kinect 
and other consumer-driven 3D scan-
ning technologies don’t yet provide 
anywhere near the level of accuracy 
and precision required by industrial 
applications, they are increasing ex-
posure to 3D scanning—thus helping 
to defuse change management issues 
that have historically impeded wide-
spread adoption.

“The consumerization of 3D is 
making people much more willing to 

Thoroughly 
Modern Metrology
Thanks to a host of ease-of-use and accuracy improvements, 
a new generation of 3D scanners and portable CMMs are 
improving productivity and reducing costs.
BY BETH STACKPOLE˜

Scan data of the vise seen directly in 
Geomagic Spark’s capture window.

Automated creation of polygon 
mesh data from the scan data, using 
Geomagic’s tools.

Vice assembly as a solid model, 
created directly from the mesh data 
into each related part.
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employ it in business,” notes Ralph 
Rio, research director with ARC Ad-
visory Group. “Kinect is improving 
the knowledge and willingness of 
consumers to adopt 3D, and defi-
nitely helping out in the adoption of 
laser scanning.”

A Contrast in Technologies
Despite what many claim is the faster 
evolution of 3D scanners, CMMs are 
still widely entrenched, and are also 
being made over to handle the de-
mands of modern metrology applica-
tions. Traditional CMMs are three-
axis machines built on a granite slab 
for stability. They employ a fixed 
probe-like device to take a precise, 
specific set of point-by-point, X, Y, 
Z measurements. 

CMMs’ highly trusted approach 
has long been lauded for its accu-
racy and repeatability, especially 
for prismatic and primitive objects 
such as rectangles, cylinders and 
cones, experts say. On the down side, 
CMMs require extensive program-
ming, which demands a specific set 
of skills and certifications. They are 
not well suited for measuring com-
plex, organic shapes, and the general 
consensus is that it can be difficult 
to communicate results beyond the 
pool of CMM experts because the 
output is too cryptic for anyone not 
versed in metrology science.

The current crop of CMMs is 
being updated with designs intended 
to give users more flexibility. Specifi-
cally, many CMMs can now accom-

modate either discrete point probes 
or 3D laser scanning arms—and the 
technology is being offered in an 
array of new portable form factors, 
including those that can be used di-
rectly on the shop floor (as opposed 
to requiring use only in a quality as-
surance laboratory).

3D laser scanners, on the other 
hand, take a wholly different ap-
proach. While there are variations 
on the technology, most 3D laser 
scanners work by measuring thou-
sands of points per second to calcu-
late the X, Y, Z coordinates for each 
point, then creating a digital repre-
sentation of the surface of an object, 
typically known as a point cloud. 3D 
scanning’s point cloud approach is 
garnering a lot of interest as a means 
of delivering a more complete pic-
ture of an entire surface of an object, 
metrology experts say.

In addition, its streamlined in-
tegration with 3D CAD software is 
also viewed as an asset—especially 
when trying to create a seamless 
workflow for computer-aided first 
article inspection and reverse engi-
neering applications. Applications 
like Geomagic’s Studio and Rapid-
form XOR transform 3D scan data 
into highly accurate polygon and na-
tive CAD models, which can then be 
integrated into popular MCAD pro-
grams for further design and model-
ing work. 

“CMMs are good at telling me 
the size and location of holes, but if 
something is going on in between 

The vise assembly, rendered using 
the KeyShot third-party add-in 
available alongside Geomagic Spark.

This 2D detail sheet was created from 
the solid assembly for dimensioning 
and annotation using Geomagic Spark.
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the points that I’ve measured, the CMM can’t tell me,” 
notes Dan Perreault, president of NeoMatrix Technolo-
gies Inc., an engineering services provider specializing 
in 3D scanning technology for reverse engineering 
and computer-aided inspection applications. “If a part 
passes inspection on a hole, it still might not work be-
cause a CMM only gathers a few data points—it doesn’t 
give you a complete picture.”

Consider a quality inspection application for the in-
side of a car door. While a CMM probe can serve up an 
accurate measurement of the hinge location or other 
holes where things mount, it doesn’t have sufficient 
data to pick up on imperfections in the sheet metal that 
might impede the door’s fit. 

“With a white light scanner, you can get 100% cov-
erage, with millions of data points that show hole loca-
tions and the shape of the rest of the door,” Perreault 
explains. “You can also take the data from the scanner, 
overlay it with the original 3D CAD design, and see 
glaring red spots to indicate out-of-tolerance condi-
tions and deviations.”

3D scanning can also be less labor-intensive than tra-
ditional CMMs, in terms of the actual process of record-
ing measurements. That’s according to ARC’s Rio, who 
is projecting the worldwide market for 3D laser scanners 
to grow at an 8.8% annual growth rate (CAGR) from 
2011 to 2016. 

With a CMM, an operator has to move the probe from 
location to location to physically capture each point, or at 
least be knowledgeable enough to program the CMM to 

Geomagic and SpaceClaim 
Spark 3D Scan Data Designs

The combination of 3D scan data and 3D CAD 
modeling has long been the recipe for success-
ful reverse engineering; however, the capabilities 

have traditionally been serviced by separate—and often-
times, non-integrated—technologies.

Geomagic, a major player in the quality inspection 
and metrology software arena, is seeking to change that 
equation with Spark, the newest addition to its product 
line. Unlike traditional CAD programs, which have mod-
eling capabilities, but lack the tools to process 3D scan 
data into usable 3D geometry, Geomagic Spark com-
bines a live 3D scanning interface with robust 3D point 
and mesh editing capabilities, along with a full-blown 
CAD modeling package. 

Specifically, Geomagic Spark integrates Geomagic’s 
scanning technology with SpaceClaim, a popular 3D 
direct modeling platform. The goal is to allow users to 
create accurate and manufacturable solid models and 
assemblies using a combination of 3D scan data and 
3D CAD data in the same application. The two compa-
nies, which have been collaborating since the launch 
of the SpaceClaim integration in the 2012 release of 
Geomagic Studio, saw opportunity in partnering around 
a fully integrated application that would alter the way 
users design with 3D scan data.

“It’s not intimidating the first time you use it,” says 
Kevin Scofield, senior product manager at Geomagic. 
“It has simple controls. You don’t get lost. We were able 
to add a new ribbon inside of SpaceClaim that has new 
‘Capture’ tools.” 

Here’s how the integrated package works: Designers 
scan directly into Geomagic Spark, or load an existing 
point cloud or polygon mesh. They then choose from a 
range of automated tools to convert and edit data into 
a polygon mesh. Once the mesh is created, Geomagic 
Spark’s solid modeling tools—based on SpaceClaim’s 
smart and predictive user interface—allow users to cre-
ate solid geometry from the mesh, and compare the 
solid model to the mesh to identify areas of deviation.

Scofield says there were a number of reasons 
why Geomagic chose to partner with SpaceClaim, 
including similar company cultures, size and an East 
Coast location.

“What really sealed the deal was, once they were 
able to load meshes natively—that was the ‘aha’ 
moment,” he says. “Once we saw that, we knew if we 
were able to add some of our tools, we’d have a winning 
combination. Other tools we looked at can load meshes, 
but you can’t interact with it as much.”

The ShapeGrabber Ai810 automated 3D laser scanner 
quickly scans parts that vary in size and shape, enabling 
it to support automated inspection applications in 
minutes vs. hours. Image courtesy of ShapeGrabber.
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automate data capture. Not so with a 3D laser scanner, Rio 
says. It not only scans a large area—the hood of a car, for 
example—but can do so without having to be as accurate as 
to where you physically place the laser. 

“The ability to read tens of thousands of points in a few 
seconds is a huge change in labor,” he explains. “You can 
go from a couple of hours to a few minutes for inspection.”

Simplicity and Speed
The various ease-of-use and automation features associ-
ated with 3D scanning technology are one of the primary 
drivers for increased adoption. Many 3D scanners are 
now relatively easy to operate without any programming, 
with some even going as far as to deliver fully automated 
quality inspection environments. Consider ShapeGrab-
ber’s Ai810 3D laser scanner, for example, which is de-
signed to quickly scan parts that vary in size and shape, 
and perform automated inspection duties in minutes vs. 
hours, notes Pierre Aubrey, ShapeGrabber’s CEO. 

In addition to the right scanner, 3D inspection and 
metrology software like Geomagic Qualify is another 
crucial element in automating quality inspection pro-
cesses, according to Bill Greene, CEO of Level 3 In-
spection LLC, a provider of white light scanning and 
computer-aided inspection services. Level 3, which caters 
to manufacturers of precision products and tooling, has 
wholeheartedly embraced 3D scanners and Geomagic’s 
3D software because the combination transforms com-
puter-aided inspection into an automated, batch process. 

“Automation takes human error out of the equation—

Optical CMM scanners like Creaform’s arm-free, 
handheld MetraSCAN tackle metrology or large-scale 
reverse engineering applications by promising to extend 
measurement volumes without loss of accuracy. 
Image courtesy of Creaform.

Computer monitor shows Verisurf Software 
controlling the Laser Tracker portable CMM used to 
inspect the SpaceX Dragon capsule. The software 
displays the in-tolerance deviation between the 
capsule and its respective CAD model in real-time to 
determine whether the capsule is assembled within 
specifi cations. Image courtesy of SpaceX.
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and it’s fast,” Greene says. “You can do computer-aided 
inspections in 12 to 15 minutes that use to take a week 
or two.”

For reverse engineering applications, portability and 
ease-of-operation are crucial considerations. That’s be-
cause it’s often design engineers or researchers doing 
the scanning—and they are often not certified metrol-
ogists, notes Daniel Brown, product manager for 3D 
scanners for Creaform, a provider of portable 3D mea-
surement solutions, including portable 3D scanners and 
portable CMMs. 

“For the metrologist who does quality control, it’s a 
job—and they are less concerned about time than qual-
ity and the reliability of the device,” Brown says. “For 
the person doing reverse engineering, they want to ex-
tract information and use it for something else, so the 

issue is around speed. They want a simpler, faster, more 
portable device.” 

For many shops, however, it’s not an either-or choice, 
but rather a combination of 3D scanning and CMM 
technology. That’s certainly the case at Schneider Elec-
tric, a global manufacturer of energy transmission and 
automation products, which employs a two-stage pro-
cess for its quality inspection processes, according to Rus 
Emerick, the company’s global process owner for 3D im-
aging. Schneider Electric employs white-light 3D laser 
from Laser Design initially to determine whether a part 
is a geometric match to what was initially designed in a 
3D CAD model, Emerick explains. Once that determi-
nation is made, the process is turned over to a CMM, 
which automatically checks the production lot of parts 
to ensure quality.

It’s this two-stage process that sets Schneider Elec-
tric’s quality inspection operation apart, Emerick main-
tains: “Most companies still go directly to measuring 
things; we have become more efficient by eliminating 
the need to measure parts that aren’t correct. It’s more 
efficient to use 3D scanning and Geomagic [software] to 
extract specific measurements out of a data set, and use 
CMMs for repetitive linear measurement.”  DE

Beth Stackpole is a contributing editor to DE. You can 
reach her at beth@deskeng.com.

INFO ➜ ARC Advisory Group: ARCWeb.com

➜ Creaform: Creaform.com

➜ Geomagic: Geomagic.com

➜ Laser Design: 3DScanCo.com

➜ Level3 Inspection LLC: Level3Inspection.com

➜ Microsoft: Microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows

➜ NeoMatrix Technologies: 3DScanningServices.net

➜ Rapidform: Rapidform.com

➜ Schneider Electric: Schneider-Electric.com

➜ ShapeGrabber: ShapeGrabber.com

➜ SpaceClaim Corp.: SpaceClaim.com

➜ Verisurf: Verisurf.com

VIDEO LINKS

➜  Creaform’s MetraSCAN handheld CMM: 
YouTube.com/watch?v=P3EDhSGszGY&feature=plcp

➜  Laser Design’s Auto Gage 3D Scanning System: 
YouTube.com/watch?v=ZKt9RRLjIak

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.

Geomagic’s Qualify metrology and 3D inspection 
software serves as the centerpiece for Level 3 
inspection’s computer-aided inspection services, 
particularly its scanning-to-measurement process. 
Image courtesy of Level 3 Inspection.

Level 3 Inspection creates a Geomagic Qualify color 
plot to showcase measurement deviations of the scan 
data from the reference data. Image courtesy of Level 
3 Inspection.
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Focus on Test & Measurement     Tools of the Month 

1Tektronix Introduces  
TBS1000 Oscilloscopes

Tektronix’s (tek.com) TBS1000 
Series of entry-level oscil-
loscopes are targeted at 
general-purpose electronics 
test applications for electrical 
engineers, educators and hob-
byists. The new oscilloscopes 
deliver 1 GS/s or 500 MS/s 
sample rates and 3% DC gain 
accuracy down to 2 mV. A 
new waveform data-logging 
feature allows users to save 
up to eight hours of triggered 
waveforms to a USB flash 
drive. Waveform limit testing 
allows users to monitor signal 
changes and output pass/
fail results. The TBS1000 is 
based on the same proprietary 
technology as the TDS2000 
Series, and includes the same 
triggering, automatic measure-
ments, USB connectivity, and 
FFT capability.

Geomagic Unveils  
New Suite of Solutions
In addition to  Geomagic Spark 
(see page 30), Geomagic 
(geomagic.com) has released 
2013 versions of its Freeform, 
Qualify and Qualify Probe 
solutions. Freeform 2013 3D 
modeling software includes 
subdivision modeling, and 
allows designers to combine 
four different modeling rep-
resentations (voxels, NURBS, 
subdivision surfaces and poly-
gons) in the same model. It is 
integrated with the company’s 
Sensable Phantom haptic 3D 

input devices. The 2013 releas-
es of Geomagic Qualify and 
Geomagic Qualify Probe deliver 
improved automation, GD&T 
and hard-probing functions.

2Omega Introduces  
DC Current Data Logger

The Omega (omega.com) 
OM-CP-PROCESS101A is a low-
cost logger with a 10-year bat-
tery life, 4Hz reading rate, mul-
tiple start/stop function, ultra 
high speed download rate, 1 
million reading storage capac-
ity, memory wrap, battery life 
indicator, optional password 
protection and programmable 
high and low alarms. Two cur-
rent input ranges are available: 
20mA and 160mA. There are 
free firmware upgrades for the 
life of the product so that data 
loggers already deployed in the 
field can support new techno-
logical developments.

Mantis Vision Launches 
F5-Short Range 3D Imager
Mantis Vision’s (mantis-vision.
com) F5-Short Range 3D imag-
er features a wide depth of field 
for small-object, close-range 
capture. According to the com-
pany, the handheld 3D scanner 
combines an ergonomic design 
with speed and ease-of-use 
to capture small, intricately 
detailed objects. Designed 
to work alone, or with Mantis 
Vision’s F5 imager, the F5-SR 
can complete hard-to-reach 
detail in larger areas, according 
to the company.

FARO Unveils 3D App  
Center for Focus3D Users
FARO Technologies (faro.com) 
launched the FARO 3D App 
Center, the company’s new 
online exchange for Focus3D 
software applications. Through 
the 3D App Center, Focus3D 
users and software develop-
ers can download and share 
purpose-built apps to meet 
specific scanning challenges, 
the company says. According 
to FARO, the 3D App Center 
reduces costs and simplifies 
workflows by replacing expen-
sive software packages that 
perform tasks users may never 
need. Instead, customers can 
access and download FARO 
software apps built specifically 
to resolve their particular scan-
ning challenges, such as sur-
face or volume calculations.

VPG Unveils New Data 
Acquisition Scanner
Vishay Precision Group (vishay-
pg.com) announced that its 
Micro-Measurements brand 
has introduced a new data 
acquisition system featuring a 
scanner with eight software-
configurable input channels 
with RJ-45 connectors. The 
System 8000 StrainSmart Data 
Acquisition System can accept 
signals from strain gages or 
strain-gage-based transducers, 
thermocouples, or high-level 
voltage sensors. Strain gage 
channels support full-, half-, or 
quarter-bridge configurations. 
The System 8000 is intended 

for static and dynamic test and 
measurement applications, 
the company says. System 
scanners may operate indepen-
dently, or up to 16 scanners 
can be used concurrently for a 
maximum of 128 channels. 

3Test and Measure Quality
Icona Solutions’ (icona-

solutions.com) aesthetica 
version 4 ‘virtualizes’ the 
final manufactured product 
by simulating and visualizing 
the effects that dimensional 
variation and part flexibility 
will have on its aesthetics. The 
company says it encourages 
a continuous, cross-discipline 
focus on perceived qual-
ity, from concept design and 
styling, through engineering 
development to manufactur-
ing and final assembly. New 
features include an interac-
tive 3D rendering system that 
supports more photo-realistic 
visualization through the 
use of high dynamic range 
(HDR) environments, global 
illumination and shadows; an 
extended material library; a 
more accurate measurement 
system; and a new graphical 
user interface. It is designed to 
enable those who are primarily 
concerned with the visual qual-
ity of a product and those who 
are involved in the definition 
and control of manufacturing 
tolerances to engage in mean-
ingful discussions about the 
perceived quality of a product 
under development. DE

1 2 3
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 Focus on Test & Measurement /// Oscilloscopes

O scilloscopes have come a long 
way since The Heath Co. 
packaged a bunch of surplus 

World War II electronics together in 
1947 and sold it as the O1 oscilloscope 
kit for $50, making it the first scope 
to gain wide acceptance. Since then, 
manufacturers have responded to the 
engineer’s need to test different aspects 
of increasingly complex products. 

“If you look at an engineer’s test 
bench, the scope is the centerpiece of 
their bench,” says Richard Markley, 
product planner for Agilent’s Infi-
niiVision oscilloscopes. “The oscil-
loscope is what they use most often, 
so we tried to focus on making a phe-
nomenal scope. But engineers want to 
use them for other things.”

Those “other things,” such as mixed 
signal analysis, digital voltmeters, logic 
and protocol analyzers, math functions, and measurements, 
tended to slow down the primary function of the scope: process-
ing and displaying signals. But just like the devices they test, oscil-
loscopes are getting faster, smaller and more advanced. Modern 
oscilloscopes are judged on the speed of their sample and update 
rates, as well as their ease of use and flexibility in offering the 
number of analog and digital channels, bandwidths and advanced 
functions that make them multi-use pieces of test equipment.

Fast and Easy Functionality
The speed at which waveforms are sampled can be the difference 
between seeing a rare anomaly and missing it while the data is 
being processed. When a signal is sampled, an oscilloscope needs 
time to preprocess it, write it to memory, and display it. While it’s 
doing that in real time, it’s not acquiring a signal. 

For example, Aglilent says its latest scope, the Infinii-
Vision 4000 X-Series, samples 1 million waveforms per second 
(WFM/s), even with digital channels turned on. That brings it 

in line with the R&S RTO line of oscil-
loscopes from Rhode & Schwarz, which 
also hits 1 million WFM/s.

With all of an oscilloscope’s poten-
tial for advanced, specialized functions, 
manufacturers are also challenged by 
keeping the user interface simple and 
efficient. With the popularity of smart-
phones and tablet devices, it was a small 
leap to imagine touchscreen user inter-
faces for oscilloscopes.

“With where the touchscreen con-
sumer devices are going, there’s clearly 
an opportunity to capitalize on that, and 
make things easier for our customers 
who are used to that,” says Markley. 

To test the limits of that opportu-
nity, Agilent spent more than two years 
researching and developing the Infinii-
Vision 4000 X-Series. During that time, 
the company put its new capacitive 

touchscreen interface in front of end users. The new touch-
screen interface is more akin to a modern tablet than previous 
resistive (pressure-based) touchscreen technology, in that it al-
lows fast zooming and scrolling. 

“What we found was that if customers owned a tablet or a 
smartphone, they usually loved the touchscreen interface,” says 
Markley. “About half of the customers love it—and the other 
half’s first question was ‘Where is the off button for the touch-
screen?’ It was not so much a break along different ages like 
you might expect. It really depended on whether they owned a 
touchscreen product.”

Released in November, the 4000 X-Series includes a 12-in. 
touchscreen user interface that allows users to draw a box on the 
screen around an anomaly and trigger on it, and an onscreen 
touchpad that can be used instead of the standard knobs. How-
ever, those knobs are still there for users who aren’t comfortable 
with the touchscreen interface. The 4000 X-Series also accepts 
mouse-based input.

Scope Out 
the Latest Technologies
Oscilloscope innovations lead to faster, more accurate testing.  
BY JAMIE J. GOOCH

Tektronix says its THS3000 series of 
portable oscilloscopes have a seven-hour 
battery life.
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Flexible and Expandable Options
In addition to the user interface options, Markley says the In-
finiiVision 4000 X-Series was designed to be flexible and up-
gradeable. The series includes 200-, 350- and 500-MHz, and 
1- and 1.5-GHz models. It also includes the capabilities of five 
instruments on one unit: oscilloscope, digital channels, protocol 
analysis, digital voltmeter and a dual-channel WaveGen func-
tion/arbitrary waveform generator. 

“We’ve been hearing a lot about how engineers’ needs are 
changing so fast,” Markley says. “Project needs and require-
ments for test equipment are moving quickly. Our customers 
were getting frustrated with having to buy a new scope every 
few years to keep up with those requirements.”

To counter that frustration, Markley says most features of the 
4000 X-series are upgradeable, except for having to choose be-
tween either two or four analog channels at the time of purchase. 

A Diverse Market
Other manufacturers have taken different approaches when it 
comes to offering flexibility and upgradeability in an oscillo-
scope by tying it and its software to a workstation. 

For instance, Pico Technology offers PC-based oscilloscope 
software and hardware that it says can turn your workstation 
into a test and measurement lab. Its PicoScope 6 software, 
which is provided free with purchase of one of the company’s 
PicoScope USB products, allows the company to provide the 
features of an oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer and signal/wave-
form generator, all of which can be updated via free downloads.

National Instruments calls its PC-based oscilloscopes digitiz-
ers, because they can be defined with software to perform the 
functions of oscilloscopes or other digital measurement instru-
ments. They can be programmed using NI’s free NI-SCOPE 
driver software, which comes with more than 50 prewritten ex-
ample programs. The NI-SCOPE Soft Front Panel provides an 
interface that looks like a traditional, dedicated oscilloscope. 

While PC-based oscilloscopes can be plugged into a laptop 
and taken out into the field, they’re not the only option for en-
gineers who need to analyze on the go. A number of manufac-
turers have seen the need for smaller form factor oscilloscopes 
in today’s mobile workplace.

Tektronix’s answer to the portability problem is its THS3000 
series of oscilloscopes. With a weight of 4.8 lbs., seven hours of 
battery life and four isolated channels, the THS3000 series is 
built for use in demanding conditions, according to the company. 
Models are available with either 100MHz and 2.5 GS/s maxi-
mum sampling rate, or 200MHz and 5 GS/s sample rate perfor-

mance. The 10,000-point record length on all four channels en-
ables the capture of extra waveform details at high sample rates. 
Scopes in the series include 21 automated measurements, built-in 
limit testing, and waveform math and data logging capabilities. 
They also include a USB port for adding additional flash storage 
or downloading data and screenshots to a PC.

Extech Instruments’ MS6000 series of portable digital oscil-
loscopes have 5.6-in. color LCDs. Each of the three scopes in 
the series—the 60MHz MS6060, the 100MHz MS6100 and the 
200MHz MS6200—feature 23 automatic measurements and a 
waveform recorder to capture/replay up to 1,000 waveform 
screens to their installed 2GB microSD cards. According to the 
company, the series has a battery life of three hours.

Yet another take on expanding oscilloscope functionality can 
be seen in Yokogawa’s ScopeCorders. These multi-channel test 
and measuring solutions combine oscilloscopes with paper chart 
recorders. In addition to displaying signals on screen, the Scope-
Corders can record to paper and/or memory for 30 days or more.

We’ve just exposed the tip of the iceberg when it comes to 
advancements in oscilloscopes. When comparing oscilloscopes, 
be sure to do your research by visiting the manufacturers’ web-
sites, and check out distributors, such as Saelig and Mouser 
Electronics, for a variety of oscilloscope solutions. DE

Jamie Gooch is DE’s managing editor. Contact him via jgooch@
deskeng.com.

INFO ➜ Agilent: Agilent.com

➜ Extech Instruments: Extech.com

➜ Mouser Electronics: Mouser.com

➜ National Instruments: NI.com

➜ Pico Technology: PicoTech.com

➜ Rhode & Schwarz: Rohde-Schwarz.com

➜ Saelig Co. Inc.: Saelig.com

➜ Tektronix: Tek.com

➜ Yokogawa Electric Corp.: Yokogawa.com

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.

Pico Technology’s 
PicoScope is an example 
of a PC-based oscilloscope.

The Agilent Infi niiVision 4000 X-Series 
oscilloscope features a tablet-like touchscreen.
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Focus on Test & Measurement /// Embedded Systems

Engineers designing electronic systems likely have ex-
perience working with field-programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs), programmable hardware chips that can be over-

laid with logic to create electronic components—and even entire 
systems. These chips provide the ability to quickly configure and 
customize electronic devices after manufacturing, in the field.

In many cases, FPGAs and similar logic chips are also used to 
prototype complete electronic systems that are used in system-
on-a-chip designs that deliver full processing and input-output 
functionality for applications like mobile phones and automotive 
electronics. These prototypes are then cast into application-spe-
cific integrated circuits (ASICs) for performance and manufactur-
ability, and used in complex hardware-software systems.

But engineers can have a difficult time working with FPGAs, 
and deeply embedded systems in general. FPGAs and other logic 
devices have hundreds of thousands, or even as many as tens of 
millions of logic gates, and programming them using traditional 
hardware definition languages can be a challenge. Most design-
ers prefer working with pre-defined logic components, referred 
to as intellectual property, or IP. These are hardware description 
language (HDL) programs that define a particular function, such 
as a processor, I/O interface like USB, or even graphics.

Further, these systems are almost always customized with soft-
ware. An automotive braking system, for example, uses a proces-
sor, I/O for data inputs and instructions, and storage. But it is also 
coded with explicit instructions on how to interpret and respond 
to data inputs, and how to handle data and processing errors.

This embedded software is diffi-
cult to develop while the hardware design 
and implementation are still in flux. Interfaces, tim-
ing and even performance aren’t usually fully defined until the 
hardware system is designed and the components selected. That 
puts software development behind the hardware, typically at 
the very end of the project. Putting software last often has un-
desirable consequences, such as poor performance, bad design, 
incomplete or missing features, and poor testing.

Building Virtual Prototypes in Logic Devices
In prototyping, electronic designers partition the FPGA logic 
chips and position the IP logic onto the chip, then design inter-
faces so that they work together in providing the needed func-
tionality. While this may not be the final design, work on the 
software can begin as soon as there is an initial prototype of the 
hardware on the FPGA. The resulting circuit is then tested for 
functionality in the larger system, or within a testing harness. 

Once hardware is finalized, it can be placed on the FPGA and 
the software can be completed. The device can be used as-is, if 
the end product is custom or for a small manufacturing run. For 
large runs, the FPGA can be produced as an ASIC or a system 
on a chip (SOC), and the costs spread over a larger product base.

This prototyping process sounds straightforward, but it often 
isn’t. IP blocks can be difficult to work with, especially if multiple 
blocks are being used on a single chip. Often, the position, layout 
and interfaces of these blocks can influence both the capacity and 

Hardware-Softwar  
Design Optimization
New tools for electronic system prototyping  
are speeding design testing.
By PETEr V ar HOl

A typical design 
fl w for embedded 
software optimization 
of electronic hardware-
software systems, using 
TLM Central system 
models and the Virtual 
Development Kit.
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performance of the resulting circuit. Sloppy design can easily re-
sult in not meeting product specs or performance. As embedded 
electronic systems become more complex, the costs of bad design 
and placement become more significant.

Vendors such as Xilinx and Altera make the FPGAs and 
other programmable logic devices that are used in prototyping 
these embedded software systems. The hardware description 
languages are standard across the industry. The competitive 
advantage in creating prototypes comes in the placement and 
mapping software that determines the optimal places for IP 
blocks on a chip. The best approaches to prototyping can save 
significant time and chip expenses over manual methods.

Hardware-Software Co-development
An initiative by the programmable logic industry is making 
it possible to do more embedded software development as a 
part of the hardware prototyping process. This initiative, called 
TLM Central, consists of a portal, a set of high-level descrip-
tions and models of standard hardware components in the 
SystemC language, and comprehensive information on how to 
create and manage virtual prototypes.

These virtual prototyping systems are integrated with an in-
telligent prototyping software environment that enables faster 
partitioning, and automates the creation and debugging of pro-
totypes for a range of designs—from individual IP blocks and 
processor sub-systems to complete SOC, easing the path from 
concept to operational prototype. Engineers can use the on-chip 
virtual prototype as a platform for loading an operating system, 
coding control and management software unique to the product.

The important part of the process is that the FPGA-based 
prototype is used for software development while the hardware 
is still being defined. The TLM Central solution includes a set 
of freely available software development components integrated 
into the engineer’s software development environment. 

According to Tom De Schutter, senior product marketing 
manager, System Level Solutions at founding member Synopsys, 
the more engineers that use TLM Central, the more valuable it 
becomes: “With over 1,000 hardware component models, engi-
neers can build virtual simulations of a wide variety of hardware-
based embedded systems in many different industries.”

The accompanying software environment, called a Virtual 
Development Kit, incorporates popular software debuggers, sys-
tem control mechanisms, and debugging information. To work 
with a virtual prototype, engineers install and start using—there’s 
no need to wait for a hardware prototype to develop software. 

Possibly the biggest advantage in this approach is a reduc-
tion of project risk. Any major issues with the software can be 
worked out more easily, either through redesigning interfaces 
or substituting other hardware components. 

Engineers engaged in complex hardware-software system de-
sign in mobile communication, automotive, aerospace and similar 
industries are often faced with a rush to complete software devel-
opment and integration once the hardware is in place. Using a 

virtual prototype of an FPGA and TLM Central-based system 
models, designers can begin work on the software systems before 
the hardware components are fully defined. Once final silicon is 
ready, either on an FPGA or ASIC, product designers can final-
ize the software much more quickly. Most important, there is no 
need to wait until final silicon to begin software development.

It’s not a panacea, of course. Any software written before final 
silicon will have to be tested—and likely undergo some changes 
once it is able to run on actual hardware. And while the two can 
be developed more or less in parallel, the software will always take 
longer. But using a virtual prototype can reduce risk at the same 
time it accelerates time to market for an optimized design. DE

Contributing Editor Peter Varhol covers the HPC and IT beat for 
DE. His expertise is software development, math systems, and sys-
tems management. You can reach him at DE-Editors@deskeng.com. 

INFO ➜ Altera: Altera.com

➜ Synopsys: Synopsys.com

➜ TLM Central: TLMCentral.com

➜ Xilinx: Xilinx.com

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.
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Engineering Computing ///  Supercomputing 2012

The Supercomputing 2012 conference featured 
computers, processors and other subsystems 
that are placing the fastest computing power 

within the reach of more engineering professionals. 
With high-powered alternatives in abundance, and 
rapidly shrinking prices, it won’t be long before vir-
tually all engineers either have the equivalent of a 
supercomputer at their desks, or in their laptop bags.

Supercomputing 2012 was also about other revo-
lutionary changes in engineering. Cloud computing 
alternatives abounded. Some were simply hosting 
solutions, with a combination of CPUs and GPUs, 
for those who are able to upload an entire virtual 
machine and execute independently. Others, such as 
Microsoft’s Azure, offer a more comprehensive execution envi-
ronment—with specific language and system frameworks, and 
sometimes even specific engineering applications.

Mobile computing is also gaining a toehold in high-perfor-
mance computing (HPC)—as a way to not only access com-
puting jobs in the cloud, but to make designs more mobile and 
sharable. NVIDIA’s Tegra processor adds both processing and 
graphics power, across four cores, for mobile devices.

On the software side, the focus was on getting the most out 
of parallel computing. Domain languages such as MATLAB, 
Mathematica and Maple are enabling engineers to run special-
ized computations on multiple cores, and in the cloud. 

Big Announcements and Trends
Perhaps the most significant announcement of the week was the 
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. The Intel Xeon Phi is based on the 
vendor’s many integrated cores (MIC) architecture, which uses 
Intel’s industry-standard architecture and instruction set across 
multiple high-performance cores. The principle advantage of 
Xeon Phi and MIC is the ability to run existing software with-
out recompile or other modification. 

Many of the system and board vendors demonstrated sys-
tems that included a Xeon Phi slot, making them ready to go as 
soon as the coprocessor was available. 

But the Xeon Phi wasn’t the only high-performance pro-
cessor on display. AMD is also in the game, and with a unique 
approach. During the conference, AMD launched the AMD 
FirePro S10000 server graphics card, designed for a combina-
tion of HPC workloads and graphics-intensive applications. 

Unlike Intel and NVIDIA, which have separate alternatives 
for computation and graphics, AMD combines graphics and 
computational GPU cores onto a single die. This provides 
5.91 teraflops of peak single-precision and 1.48 teraflops of 
double-precision in floating-point calculations. With two 
GPUs in one dual-slot card, the AMD FirePro S10000 enables 
a combined compute-rendering GPU solution while increas-
ing overall processing performance.

Hardware systems are undergoing a significant change to 
accommodate faster parallel computing processors. One of the 
most significant architectural bottlenecks in computing is the 
single, relatively narrow bus between the processor and main 
memory, and between main memory and secondary storage. 
Fusion-io offered a partial solution to that bottleneck with a 
flash memory storage device that was software-configured to act 
as either storage or an extension of main memory, with separate 
buses into the processor space. The advantage here is that pro-
gram instructions and data can be stored on these flash memory 
devices, which then have direct access to main memory and pro-
cessor space. The single bus isn’t such a bottleneck any more.

Dell also demonstrated an innovative approach to managing 
engineering workstations in a secure yet flexible environment. 
Using technology from its recent Wyse acquisition, the vendor 
showed a display and keyboard remotely connected to a system 
located in the data center, or perhaps a vault. The workstation 
and I/O were connected by a box that transferred a high-speed 
protocol, passing graphics and keyboard data in real time across 
Gigabit Ethernet connections on the server and box. The end 
result is a separation among monitor, keyboard and physical 
computer—but with no lag in performance.

Power to the Engineer

Intel made a splash at SC12 with the introduction of its Xeon Phi.

SC12 showed how engineering computing is moving to the next performance level.
BY PETER VARHOL
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Why would an engineering group want to do this? One rea-
son is security; the actual servers can be in a locked server room 
or vault, physically protecting designs on the system. But it also 
provides a way for engineers to work remotely, while accessing 
the applications and files on their workstation.

Software Still Makes an Engineering Solution Possible
The $64,000 question continues to be how effectively en-
gineering software can take advantage of multiple cores to 
bring the full processing power to bear on a problem or 
computation. Many engineering vendors are rewriting their 
commercial software packages to parallelize computations, 
but this can be an expensive and time-consuming process.

Some languages, such as MATLAB and Maple, offer a 
limited ability to assign jobs to multiple processors and cores. 
But a lot of more general-purpose software may never be 
ported to execute in parallel. That’s where Advanced Cluster 
Systems comes in. This vendor provides a software solution 
called SET that enables vendors and engineering groups 
with proprietary source code to easily parallelize that code. 
In some cases, if the application is constructed appropriately, 
source code may not even be required.

From talking to dozens of exhibitors and attendees at 
the conference, it was clear that engineers are using these 
advances in hardware and software to do more simulation 

of design components and even entire designs. The ongo-
ing story was one of refining and optimizing simulations, 
and perhaps building one or two physical prototypes before 
going to manufacture. DE

Contributing Editor Peter Varhol covers the HPC and IT beat for 
DE. His expertise is software development, math systems, and sys-
tems management. You can reach him at DE-Editors@deskeng.com. 

INFO ➜ Advanced Cluster Systems: AdvancedClusterSystems.com

➜ Advanced Micro Devices: AMD.com

➜ Dell: Dell.com

➜ Fusion-io: FusionIO.com

➜ Intel: Intel.com

➜ Maplesoft: Maplesoft.com

➜ MathWorks: MathWorks.com/products/matlab

➜ Microsoft: WindowsAzure.com

➜ NVIDIA: NVIDIA.com/object/tegra.html

➜ Supercomputing 2012: SC12.supercomputing.org

➜ Wolfram Research: Wolfram.com/mathematica

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.

Time and Money Saving Solutions
From Quoting to Delivery
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W e got our first look at AMD’s four new FirePro 
graphics boards at a technology day held at the com-
pany’s headquarters in Sunnyvale, CA, and brought 

samples back to review—our first comparison of AMD FirePro 
boards in more than a year (see DE, August 2011).

While AMD has long been known as a competitor to Intel 
in the CPU market, the company moved into graphics in a big 
way in 2006 with its acquisition of ATI. In 2011, AMD sold 
more than 132 million discrete graphics cards. While most were 
Radeon boards aimed at the consumer market, more than 23% 
of revenue came from sales of professional graphics products. 
According to AMD managers we spoke with, the company is 
focusing on key vertical markets and expanded ISV support as 
the new FirePro boards become part of a stronger product mix.

Next GPU Technology: New Graphics Core 
At the Sunnyvale event, AMD unveiled four new FirePro 
boards—the mid-range W5000, the high-end W7000 and 
W8000, and the ultra-high-end W9000. All four are based 
on the company’s fourth-generation Graphics Core Next 
(GCN) graphics processing unit (GPU), which features im-
proved graphics performance, increased compute density 
(higher performance per square mm of board real estate), 
multi-tasking, and improved power efficiency. According 
to AMD, the new boards are optimized for heterogeneous 
computing and offer enhanced scalability. In previous gen-
erations of graphics boards, if you wanted to use the GPU 
for computing, you had to turn off the graphics until compu-
tations were completed—or use two graphics cards, one for 

AMD’s Latest FirePro Boards
A new GPU powers the FirePro W-series.
BY DAVID COHN

The mid-range 
AMD FirePro 
W5000. Images 
courtesy of AMD.

The high-end AMD 
FirePro W7000.

The high-end AMD 
FirePro W8000.

The ultra-high-end 
AMD FirePro W9000.
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computing and one for graphics. AMD’s GCN technology 
enables execution of a graphics thread and up to two com-
pute threads per clock cycle at the same time on the GPU.

AMD has also implemented partially resident textures 
(virtual texturing), textures that have only portions of the 
texture stored in GPU memory at runtime. PowerTune tech-
nology monitors the boards’ power consumption to deliver 
faster GPU clock speed while remaining within thermal de-
sign limits. If an application is not making the most power 
available to the GPU, PowerTune can improve that applica-
tion’s performance by raising the GPU’s clock speed by up 
to 30% automatically. And to reduce power consumption, 
AMD ZeroCore Power technology reduces idle power by up 
to 95% by shutting down the GPU when the system is idle.

All four of the new boards support PCI Express 3.0, 
whereas the previous generation only supported PCIe 2.1. 
The new FirePro W-series boards also allow a maximum Dis-
playPort 1.2 resolution of 4096x2160 at 60Hz (compared to 
2560x1600 in the previous generation).

The New AMD FirePro W Family
For the mid-range, the AMD FirePro W5000 essentially re-
places last year’s V5900. The new board carries a manufac-
turer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) of $599, the same as its 
predecessor. Its average street price of $450 also matches that 
of the V5900 when it was first released. 

The board’s 2GB of GDDR5 memory and 256-bit in-
terface also match that of its predecessor, but bandwidth 
improves to 102.4GB/second (from 65GB/s in the V5900). 
Based on a Pitcairn GL-PRO GPU with 768 stream pro-
cessors and an 825MHz engine clock, AMD says that the 
W5000 can process up to 1.65 billion triangles per second. 
GeometryBoost allows the GPU to process geometry data at 
a rate of twice per clock cycle, resulting in a doubling in the 
rate of primitive and vertex processing. 

Like its predecessor, the W5000 consumes a single slot 
and draws a maximum of 75 watts. And like the V5900 before 
it, the FirePro W5000 provides one dual-link DVI output 
and a pair of DisplayPort connections. 

The W5000 supports CrossFire Pro, which enables users 
to harness the power of two GPUs by linking two identical 
FirePro cards together with the supplied connection cable. 
The board also comes with a DisplayPort-to-single-link-
DVI adapter. But the new board also supports stereo 3D via 
an expansion bracket, a feature not found on the V5900.

At the high end, the AMD FirePro W7000 replaces last 
year’s FirePro V7900. But the new board’s MSRP of $899 is 
$100 less than its predecessor. With an average street price 
of $759, however, the W7000 costs essentially the same as 
the V7900 did when it was first released. The new Pitcairn 
GL-XT GPU has 1,280 stream processors and a 950MHz 
engine clock. It retains the same 256-bit interface as its pre-
decessor, although the W7000’s memory bandwidth drops a 

bit, to 154GB/second. But the W7000 comes with 4GB of 
GDDR5 memory—double that of last year’s board. 

The company claims floating point compute performance 
of 2.4 teraflops for single precision and 152 gigaflops for dou-
ble precision. Power consumption of 150 watts matches that 
of the older board, so although the W7000 uses just a single 
PCIe X16 slot, a 6-pin auxiliary power connector is required. 

Like its predecessor, the W7000 eschews DVI ports in 
favor of four DisplayPort connectors. You can use a Display-
Port-to-single-link-active-DVI connector should you want 
to attach an older monitor, and the W7000 comes with two 
of these adapters. And like the V7900, the W7000 supports 
stereo 3D via an additional bracket. The board also supports 
framelock/genlock via an optional FirePro S400 synchroni-
zation module—and also supports CrossFire Pro. 

The new W8000 replaces the FirePro V8800 as AMD’s cat-
egory leader for multitasking and application performance across 
up to four displays. With an MSRP of $1,599 ($1,325 average 
street price), the W8000 is $100 more expensive than its prede-
cessor. That extra cost seems justified, however, considering the 
W8000 comes with 4GB of GDDR5 memory—double that of 
the previous board, and on the W8000 it’s error correcting code 
(ECC) memory. Both boards sport the same 256-bit interface, 
but the W8000 raises the memory bandwidth to 176GB/second.
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The W8000 is based on AMD’s new Tahiti GL-PRO GPU, 
with 1,792 stream processors and a 900MHz engine clock. 
AMD claims floating point compute performance of 3.23 tera-
flops for single precision and 806 gigaflops for double precision. 

Of course, the power requirements of the new board are also 
significant: 225 watts compared to 208 watts for its predeces-
sor. Its two required 6-pin auxiliary power connections mean 
that the W8000 can only be installed in a workstation that can 
supply the necessary juice. The W8000 is also so thick that it 

covers the adjacent expansion slot. Like the V8800, the W8000 
provides four DisplayPorts and a 3-pin Stereo 3D connector, 
and also accommodates the S400 synchronization module for 
framelock/genlock support. The W8000 also features two Dis-
playPort-to-DVI connectors and a CrossFire Pro connector.

At the ultra-high-end, the AMD FirePro W9000 comes with 
6GB of ECC GDDR5 memory—compared to 4GB of non-
ECC memory in the V9800 that it replaces—and an MSRP of 
$3,999. Based on the top-of-the-line Tahiti GL-XT GPU, with 

Notes: 
1. Requires optional Synchronization module
2. With included expansion bracket
3. Resolution with DisplayPort 1.2

4. Resolution with DisplayPort 1.1
5. DVI resolution
6. Two 6-pin or one 8-pin auxilliary power

AMD
FirePro W9000

NEW!

AMD
FirePro V9800

AMD
FirePro W8000

NEW!

AMD
FirePro V8800

AMD
FirePro W7000

NEW!

AMD
FirePro V7900

AMD
FirePro W5000

NEW!

AMD
FirePro V5900

Manufacturer’s price $3,999 $3,499 $1,599 $1,499 $899 $999 $599 $599

Average street price $3,400 $2,899 $1,325 $1,186 $759 $759 $450 $459

SPECviewperf 11.0

catia-02  20.42 n/a 22.01 20.71 22.02 23.65 20.83 20.27

ensight-03 56.80 n/a 52.68 26.93 55.53 41.85 48.02 32.68

lightwave-01 69.77 n/a 70.34 56.64 69.42 59.13 69.93 58.79

Maya-03 52.64 n/a 47.52 39.79 46.53 43.69 50.04 47.12

proe-05 5.57 n/a 5.49 5.08 5.56 5.35 5.55 5.29

sw-02 58.98 n/a 59.17 46.00 58.13 49.01 58.54 47.12

tcvis-02 20.21 n/a 47.11 20.56 18.46 19.10 18.39 16.50

snx-01 43.51 n/a 47.11 27.27 48.27 38.93 44.14 31.58

Specifications

Bus architecture PCI Express PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16

Extra power req’d Yes (2) (6) Yes (2) (6) Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes Yes No No

Form factor 4.38”x11.00” 4.38”x10.5” 4.38”x11.00” 4.38”x10.5” 4.38”x9.63” 4.38”x11.00” 4.38”x7.31” 4.38”x9.00”

Slots used 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

Max power (watts) 274W 225W 225W 208W 150W 150W 150W 75W

PCle version 3.0 2.1 3.0 2.1 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0

Length full-length full-length full-length full-length full-length full-length half-length full-length

Processors 2048 1600 1792 1600 1280 1280 768 512

Memory configuration 6GB (GDDR5) ECC 4GB (GDDR5) 4GB (GDDR5) ECC 2GB (DDR5) 4GB (GDDR5) 2GB (GDDR5) 2GB (GDDR) 2GB (GDDR5)

Memory interface 384-bit 256-bit 256-bit 256-bit 256-bit 256-bit 256-bit 256-bit

Memory bandwidth 264 GB/sec 147.2 GB/sec 176 GB/sec 147.2 GB/sec 154 GB/sec 160.0 GB/sec 102.4 GB/sec 64.0 GB/sec

Dual-link DVI outputs 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Display port outputs 6 (mini DP) 6 4 4 4 4 2 2

Stereo 3D connector 
(3-pin) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (2) No

Framelock/genlock Yes (1) Yes (1) Yes (1) Yes (1) Yes (1) Yes (1) No No

ATI CrossFire Pro Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

OpenGL version 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.1

DirectX/shader model 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0

Maximum resolution  
support (@ 60Hz)

4096x2160 (3)

2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4) 4096x2160 (3)

2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4) 4096x2160 (3)

2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4) 4096x2160 (3)

2560x1600 (4x5) 2560x1600 (4)

SPECviewperf Benchmark Results for Current AMD FirePro Graphic Cards Reviewed
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an incredible 2,048 stream processors and a 975MHz engine 
clock, the W9000 has a 384-bit memory interface and achieves 
a massive memory bandwidth of 264GB/second. 

AMD claims floating point compute performance of 4.0 tera-
flops single precision and 1.0 teraflops double precision. At 274 
watts, however, its power consumption is also massive—approxi-
mately 50 watts higher than its predecessor. To support this board, 
you’ll need both a 6-pin and an 8-pin auxiliary power cable, and 
the extra-thick W9000 covers the adjacent expansion slot. 

As one would expect, the W9000 has a 3-pin mini-DIN 
for stereo 3D, and offers optional framelock/genlock sup-
port, but while both the V9800 and W9000 support up to six 
displays, the ports on the new W9000 are mini DisplayPorts. 
The W9000 comes with two mini-DisplayPort-to-single-
link-DVI adapters and a CrossFire Pro connector.

Benchmarking the Boards
We tested the new AMD FirePro W5000, W7000, W8000 and 
W9000 boards in an HP Z820 workstation equipped with a 
pair of Intel Xeon E5-2687W 3.1GHz eight-core CPUs and 
32GB of memory, running the 64-bit version of Windows 7. 
That system supports PCIe 3.0, and its 1125-watt power sup-
ply has more than enough capacity to meet the demands of the 
ultra-high-end boards, although we needed a special 6-to-8-pin 
power adapter to handle the W9000. 

We ran version 11 of the SPECviewperf video benchmark. 
We also retested the previous generation FirePro V-series 
boards in the HP Z820, using the latest FirePro video driver.

Based on our results, the newest AMD FirePro boards surpass 
the performance of the older boards, with the new mid-range 
W5000 actually outpacing the older, high-end V7900 and the 
new W7000 outperforming the V8800. Because we didn’t test the 
V9800, we were not able to make any comparisons to that board.

We also tested several new- and previous-generation 
NVIDIA graphics boards in the same HP Z820 workstation, so 
that we could see how AMD stacks up against its competition 
(see page 44 for a quick price/performance comparison). 

While we certainly saw improvements from one genera-
tion to the next, the differences on the SPECviewperf bench-
mark were simply not as great as we had expected, particu-
larly for the W9000. Remember, however, that benchmarks 
are synthetic tests that don’t necessarily reflect real-world 
performance. We suspect that the benchmarks simply never 
really pushed the W9000 board to where its 6GB of memory 
and 2,048 processors would show off its true power.

Considering its price, this board is not for everyone. But 
if you work with very large models or run GPU-based com-
putations, the W9000 is worth considering.

The new AMD FirePro boards are fully certified with 
most CAD and DCC applications, and all of the boards in 
the FirePro line use the same unified video driver. Drivers 
are available for most 32- and 64-bit operating systems, in-
cluding Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows 

XP, and Linux. All of the new AMD FirePro boards carry a 
three-year limited product repair/replacement warranty, and 
direct toll-free phone and email tech support.

AMD continues to sell the previous-generation FirePro V-
series boards, so customers have choices at every price point. 
With AMD’s increased focus on the pro workstation market, 
competition with rival NVIDIA is clearing heating up. DE

David Cohn is the technical publishing manager at 4D Technol-
ogies. He also does consulting and technical writing from his home 
in Bellingham, WA, and has been benchmarking PCs since 1984. 
He’s a contributing editor to Desktop Engineering and the au-
thor of more than a dozen books. You can contact him via email at 
david@dscohn.com or visit his website at DSCohn.com.

Precision CNC Machining
At more than 1100lbs this mill goes far beyond any 
desktop modeling mill, bringing serious capability 
to research and engineering workshops.  A rigid 
frame and 1100 watt spindle allows prototypes 
to be cut from the materials you use: plastic, 
aluminum, steel, even titanium - whatever 
you need to get the job done.

    ■ Vector technology drive,   
  computer controlled, 
  5100 RPM spindle

    ■ Precision ground P4 
  grade ballscrews

    ■ 34” x 9.5” table

    ■ Provides both 
  manual & automatic 
  operations

    ■ Integrated options  
  for digitizing, 4th 
  axis, CNC lathe,   
  and more

$10,485

Shown here with optional 
stand, tool tray, machine arms, 
and accessories.

PCNC 1100 
Series 3 features:

Product information and online ordering at

www.tormach.com/desktop
Product information and online ordering at

www.tormach.com/desktop

(plus shipping)
includes 3 axis mill, deluxe stand, 

machine arm, and more

INFO ➜ AMD: AMD.com

AMD Fire Pro W9000 MSRP: $3,999 • Avg. Street Price: $3,400

AMD Fire Pro W8000 MSRP: $1,599 • Avg. Street Price: $1,325

AMD Fire Pro W7000 MSRP: $999 • Avg. Street Price: $759

AMD Fire Pro V5000 MSRP: $599 • Avg. Street Price: $450

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.
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I t’s been more than a year since we last looked at work-
station-class graphics accelerators from NVIDIA (see 
DE, July 2011). At that time, we reviewed four boards—

ranging from the entry-level Quadro 600 to the high-end 
Quadro 4000—all based on the company’s Fermi architec-
ture. We had also previously reviewed the ultra-high-end 
Quadro 5000, also a Fermi-based board.

In August 2012, NVIDIA announced its new Quadro 
K5000, the first Kepler-based GPU built as part of its 
NVIDIA Maximus platform. Maximus, which was first in-
troduced in November 2011, enables workstation users to 
simultaneously perform complex analysis and visualization on 
a single machine. While the Quadro K5000 delivers state-of-
the-art graphics performance, it can also be combined with 
the new NVIDIA Tesla K20 CPU computing accelerator, 
freeing up the new NVIDIA Quadro K5000 GPU to handle 
the graphics functions.

We ran the new Quadro K5000 through its paces, and also 
looked at the company’s other ultra-high-end Quadro 6000 
board, the company’s top-of-the-line Fermi-based board. 

NVIDIA Quadro K5000 Hits Price Sweet Spot
The NVIDIA Quadro K5000 is the company’s new high-end 
graphics solution, yet with a manufacturer’s suggested retail 
price (MSRP) of $2,249 and an average street price around 
$1,800, the K5000 delivers a lot of bang for the buck. The 
Quadro K5000 features 1536 compute unified device archi-
tecture (CUDA) parallel processing cores and includes 4GB 
of GDDR5 error correcting code (ECC) memory. 

The board’s next-generation streaming multiprocessor 
design, called SMX, offers several important architectural 
changes. These include substantial increases in per-clock 
throughput of key graphic operations that combine to de-
liver unprecedented performance and power efficiency. 

NVIDIA claims floating point 
performance of 2.15 teraflops 
single precision and 90 gigaflops 
double precision. With a 256-bit 
memory interface and a memory 
bandwidth of 173GB/second, the 
Quadro K5000 delivers 1.8 billion 
triangles per second.

The new NVIDIA Kepler archi-
tecture also introduces the concept 
of bindless textures, which enables 
the GPU to reference textures di-
rectly in memory, effectively elimi-
nating the limit on the number of 
unique textures that can be used to 
render a scene, and reducing the 
CPU overhead to deliver improved 
performance.

The Quadro K5000 provides a 
dual-link DVI connector, as well as 
two DisplayPort 1.2 connectors, 
which support resolutions of up to 
3840x2160 at 60Hz. You can also 

NVIDIA Delivers on
Price vs. Performance
The company’s new Kepler-based Quadro K5000 turns in a stellar performance.
BY DAVID COHN

Price/performance of current NVIDIA Quadro boards and 
comparable AMD FirePro boards. 
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add stereo 3D with the addition of an optional 3-pin mini-
DIN. The board also accepts an optional Quadro Sync card 
for framelock/genlock, and the board supports SLI and SDI.

Although the K5000’s thickness means that it takes up 
the space of the adjacent expansion slot, this NVIDIA board 
has a maximum power consumption of only 122 watts, so it 
requires just one additional 6-pin auxiliary power connector.

NVIDIA Quadro 6000 Delivers Power
With a manufacturer’s suggested retail price of $4,999 and an 
average street price still holding at $3,650—more than a year 
after its introduction—the NVIDIA Quadro 6000 is cer-
tainly not for everyone. But for those who need a huge frame 
buffer coupled with lots of compute power, the Quadro 6000 
certainly delivers. 

The Quadro 6000 features 448 CUDA parallel process-
ing cores and includes 6GB of GDDR5 memory. The use 
of ECC memory offers protection of data in memory to en-
hance application data integrity.

The board features a 384-bit memory interface and a 
memory bandwidth of 144GB/second. NVIDIA claims float-

ing point performance of 1.03 teraflops single precision and 
515 gigaflops double precision. NVIDIA’s Scalable Geom-
etry Engine technology enables the Quadro 6000 to deliver 
1.3 billion triangles per second.

Output options include a dual-link DVI connector and 
a pair of DisplayPorts. There’s also a built-in 3-pin stereo 
connector, and the Quadro 6000 also accepts an optional 
Quadro G-Sync card for framelock/genlock. Although all 
of this power results in an extra-thick board that takes 
up the space of the adjacent expansion slot, the Quadro 
6000 has a maximum power consumption of 204 watts, so 
it requires either two 6-pin or one 8-pin auxiliary power 
connectors.

This board’s maximum digital display resolution reaches 
only 2560x1600 at 60Hz, but the Quadro 6000 does incor-
porate a Parallel DataCache with on-chip shared memory 
to accelerate real-time ray tracing, physics processing, and 
texture filtering. It also features Dual Copy Engines, which 
allow simultaneous transfer of data between the GPU and 
the host computer—further accelerating operations such as 
ray tracing and physical simulations.
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Simulation & Analysis /// Composites

Fiber-reinforced technology is seeing extensive use for 
its low weight-to-strength ratios—as well as other 
benefits. But working with composites is rarely a 

1-2-3 process. If ever there was a need for close coopera-
tion among designers, structural analysts and manufactur-
ing engineers, this is the time, and optimization plays a key 
role across the board. With dozens of software packages 
addressing these challenges, DE takes a look at what’s new, 
what’s critical and what challenges remain.

Composites: Why now?
The term composite covers material compositions ranging 
from glass-filled liquid resins to “fabric” sheets with em-
bedded carbon fibers. (See “The Life of Composite Materi-
als,” DE May 2007.) Just that difference helps explain the 
variety of software packages targeted to the field.

Depending on the exact formulation, composite materials 
display such positive attributes as easy formability, strength 
with light weight, excellent long-term weathering and resis-
tance to corrosion and chemicals. These advantages, in turn, 
may make it easier to integrate multiple parts. Plus, proper-
ties such as good thermal stability and high thermal conduc-
tivity are increasingly useful in special applications.

However, achieving these desirable properties is a chal-
lenge at every step—from initial design to hand-done or 
automated part creation. 

“The material and manufacturing costs of composites 

are high compared to ‘traditional materials,’” explains 
Markku Palantera, general manager at Componeering. 
“Therefore, the superior performance of the end product 
must be achieved by careful design, which eventually in-
volves software.” 

Defining Your Role 
Componeering, which markets ESAComp, is one of a num-
ber of companies focused on composites-specific software. 
How these firms can help you depends partly on your spe-
cific project, partly on your existing CAD and CAE soft-
ware, and partly just on your preferred approach to working 
with these materials.

Not surprisingly, opinions run strong and deep in this 
corner of the design world. Dr. John Klintworth, Simulayt’s 
founder and managing director, points out the major source 
for differences in perspective is whether you operate in a 
CAD environment or an analysis environment. 

“Any conventional [finite element analysis, or FEA] 
package cannot do design and manufacture, and cannot 
even create a decent composites model,” he continues. 

Find your comfort zone with 
today’s softwa e tools.
BY PAMELA J. WATERMAN

Modal analyses (left) of carbon-fiber sounding board 
for a dulcimer musical instrument (right), are performed 
with NEi Nastran software by consultants at ALLRed & 
Associates. Image courtesy of ALLRed & Associates.

Options for Composites 
Analysis and Simulation
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Composites: Why now?
composite

from glass-filled liquid resins to “fabric” sheets with em
bedded carbon fibers. (See “The Life of Composite Materi

 May 2007.) Just that difference helps explain the 
variety of software packages targeted to the field.

Depending on the exact formulation, composite materials 
display such positive attributes as easy formability, strength 
with light weight, excellent long-term weathering and resis
tance to corrosion and chemicals. These advantages, in turn, 
may make it easier to integrate multiple parts. Plus, proper
ties such as good thermal stability and high thermal conduc
tivity are increasingly useful in special applications.

However, achieving these desirable properties is a chal
lenge at every step—from initial design to hand-done or 
automated part creation. 

“The material and manufacturing costs of composites 

Markku Palantera, general manager at Componeering. 
“Therefore, the superior performance of the end product 
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ing the export plybook with flat patterns of the plies to be manu-
factured. All partners involved in this process can exchange data. 

In addition, as a pre- and post-processor, Laminate Tools in-
terfaces with standard CAD and FEA applications to produce 
composite-specific results. It also offers an embedded interface 
with Solidworks, Nastran and ANSYS, as well as with Anaglyph’s 
hand layup ply-placement software, PlyMatch. 

STRAND7 is a general-purpose FEA package with an op-
tional laminated composite module tightly integrated with the 
rest of the system. Users can easily combine traditional plate/shell 
composite elements with 1D prismatic beam elements, as well 
as 3D brick elements. The company notes that its price/perfor-
mance ratio in the FEA software arena is particularly appealing 
for small organizations because it supports the full spectrum of 
design concept evaluation, detailed analysis and the production 
of layup schedules. 

Simulayt’s solutions for the composites field have been in 
continuous development for 20 years. As the developer of Layup 
Technology, which incorporates advanced fiber simulation and 
ply modeling capabilities, the company is positioned to offer soft-
ware tools running in both CAD and CAE systems. The products 

are deeply embedded in CATIA V5, Abaqus/CAE, SolidWorks 
and Femap, and allow users to define plys on individual finite ele-
ments, reflecting the actual manufacturing process. 

As an example of its power, you could define a part with 200 
plies, then with the push of a button automatically generate 2,000 
laminate properties—a task impossible to do by hand.

Multi-layered Challenges
A metal is a metal, but composites are a whole ’nother ballgame. 
As Firehole Composites’ Shrader puts it, “The biggest software 
challenge in working with composites is simultaneously captur-
ing all of the physics involved, while also maintaining reasonable 
computational time and resources.” 

You definitely need specialized tools to achieve this balance. 
The good news is, as users realize there’s a good return on invest-
ment in specifying these materials, the software developers are 
right there, expanding their support. DE

Contributing Editor Pamela Waterman, DE’s simulation expert, is 
an electrical engineer and freelance technical writer based in Arizona. 
You can send her e-mail to DE-Editors@deskeng.com.

Seamless workfl ws be-
tween VISTAGY’s FiberSIM 
software and MSC.Soft-
ware’s SimXpert move a 
design from preliminary siz-
ing to final part validation. 
The parallel process helps 
designers and analysts 
optimize the part based 
on weight, performance, 
design specifications, and 
manufacturing costs.  
Image courtesy of VISTAGY.

Reprinted from May 2011 Desktop Engineering with adaptations.

Copyright© by Level 5 Communications, Inc., 1283 Main St., Dublin, NH 03444, All Rights Reserved.

For more information on this topic, please visit deskeng.com.
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Benchmarking the Boards
We tested both the new NVIDIA Quadro K5000 and the 
Quadro 6000 in an HP Z820 workstation equipped with a 
pair of Intel Xeon E5-2687W 3.1GHz eight-core CPUs and 

32GB of memory, running the 64-bit version of Windows 
7. That system supports PCIe 3.0, and its 1,125-watt power 
supply has more than enough capacity to meet the demands 
of even ultra-high-end boards. 

NVIDIA
Quadro 6000

NEW!

NVIDIA
K5000
NEW!

NVIDIA
Quadro 5000

NVIDIA
Quadro 4000

NVIDIA
Quadro 2000

NVIDIA
Quadro 600

Manufacturer’s price $4,999 $2,249 $2,249 $1,199 $599 $199

Average street price $3,650 $1,800 $1,749 $750 $410 $150

SPECviewperf 11.0

catia-02 69.52 77.21 50.86 47.00 32.59 17.68

ensight-03 61.60 81.76 43.18 31.90 21.12 10.89

lightwave-01 66.69 72.65 59.48 68.69 65.12 51.79

Maya-03 109.27 115.24 99.73 81.26 37.55 23.89

proe-05 11.11 15.30 11.37 11.79 11.08 9.37

sw-02 60.82 60.80 57.05 52.88 42.24 30.27

tcvis-02 52.26 71.49 44.11 36.92 25.92 15.91

snx-01 62.65 82.10 44.66 33.95 22.69 13.30

Specifications

Bus architecture PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16 PCI Express X16

Extra power req’d Yes (2) (6) Yes Yes Yes No No

Form factor 4.38”x9.75” 4.38”x10.50” 4.38”x9.75” 4.38”x9.75” 4.38”x7.0” 2.73”x6.6”

Slots used 2 2 2 1 1 1

Max power (watts) 204W 122W 152W 142W 62W 40W

PCle version 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Length 3/4-length Full-length 3/4-length 3/4-length 2/3-length 1/2-length

Processors 448 1536 352 256 192 96

Memory configuration 6GB (GDDR5) ECC 4GB (GDDR5) 2.5GB (GDDR5) 2GB (GDDR5) 1GB (GDDR5) 1GB (DDR3)

Memory interface 384-bit 256-bit 320-bit 256-bit 128-bit 128-bit

Memory bandwidth 144 GB/sec 173 GB/sec 120 GB/sec 89.6 GB/sec 41.6GB/sec 25.6 GB/sec

Number of dual-link DVI outputs 1 1 1 1 1 1

Number of display port outputs 2 2 2 2 2 1

Stereo 3D connector (3-pin) Yes Yes (2) Yes Yes (2) No No

SDI-enabled Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Framelock/genlock Yes (1) Yes (1) Yes No No No

SLI Yes Yes Yes (2) No No No

OpenGL version 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.0

DirectX/shader model 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0 11/5.0

Maximum resolution  
support (@ 60Hz) 2560x1600 (1) 3840x2160 (3) 

2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4) 2560x1600 (4)

 SPECviewperf Benchmark Results for Current  
NVIDIA Quadro Series Graphic Cards Reviewed

Notes:
1. Requires optional Quadro G-Sync or Quadro Sync card
2. With included expansion bracket
3. Resolution with DisplayPort 1.2

4. Resolution with DisplayPort 1.1
5. DVI resolution
6. Two 6-pin or one 8-pin auxilliary power
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We ran version 11 of the SPECviewperf video bench-
mark. We also used the HP Z820 to retest all of the other 
NVIDIA Quadro boards we reviewed last year, using the 
latest version of the NVIDIA video driver, so that we’d 
have a direct comparison of all of the boards.

Based on our results, the new Quadro K5000 clearly 
outperformed every other board we’ve ever reviewed, 
including the Quadro 6000. We also tested new- and 
previous-generation AMD FirePro graphics boards in 
the same HP Z820 workstation so that we could see how 
NVIDIA stacks up against its competition. You can make 
some quick comparisons in our Price/Performance chart 
(see page 44).

Of course, like all other NVIDIA Quadro boards, the 
Quadro 6000 and K5000 are fully certified with most 
CAD and DCC applications. All of the boards in the 
Quadro line use the same unified video driver. Drivers 
are available for most 32- and 64-bit operating systems, 
including Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Win-
dows XP, Linux, Solaris and FreeBSD. NVIDIA also 
released a version of the Quadro K5000 for Apple Ma-
cintosh, and provides drivers for OSX Leopard (10.5.7), 
Snow Leopard (10.6.8), Lion (10.7.5), and Mountain 
Lion (10.8.2).

Clearly, NVIDIA has delivered a significant new 
level of performance with its new Kepler-based Quadro 
K5000. It will be extremely interesting to see if and when 
the company’s latest GPU technology trickles down to 
the company’s midrange and entry-level boards. DE

David Cohn is the technical publishing manager at 4D Technolo-
gies. He also does consulting and technical writing from his home 
in Bellingham, WA, and has been benchmarking PCs since 1984. 
He’s a contributing editor to Desktop Engineering and the author 
of more than a dozen books. You can contact him via email at 
david@dscohn.com or visit his website at DSCohn.com.

INFO ➜ NVIDIA Corp.: NVIDIA.com

NVIDIA Quadro K5000 MSRP: $2,249 • Avg. Street Price: $1,800

NVIDIA Quadro 6000 MSRP: $4,000 • Avg. Street Price: $3,650

For more information on this topic, visit deskeng.com.
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W hen we launched the first version of our mul-
tiphysics (MP) simulation software, we knew 
it would fill a void in the CAE market that 
historically had been limited to single-phys-

ics codes only. Fueled by the ingenuity of its early users, 
the software was applied to solve just about any design 
challenge that involved coupled physics effects. While ad-
dressing the need for coupling physics affecting the same 
application, it became clear that MP modeling was a vital 
component for delivering a unified simulation platform. 

Today, COMSOL Multiphysics has become an inte-
gral tool throughout the product development process. 
It encompasses a wide range of applications, including 
electrical, mechanical, fluid and chemical simulations. 
Companies who have adopted this simulation power are 
designing new products in less time and with lower costs 
than ever before. It all comes down to the ability to build 
accurate simulation models. 

Accurate Model Characteristics 
To start, the model needs to replicate the characteristics of 
a design by including all relevant physics. In addition, the 
contributing physical effects need to be coupled the same 
way as they are in nature. This is accomplished by solving 
a tightly integrated system of physics, each governed by 
the laws of nature, in one and the same simulation. The 
objective is to find a self-consistent solution that satisfies 
all physics. This is the MP approach that enables reliable 
simulation results.

Using accurate models from the very start of product 
development is the key to increased productivity. This was 
a recurring theme at the 2012 COMSOL Conferences 
held this past fall.  More than 2,000 researchers and prod-
uct designers gathered to present and discuss the ground-
breaking MP advances in their workflow. Presentations by 
leaders in mathematical modeling and simulation spanned 
a variety of industries, such as automotive, life sciences, 
energy, consumer electronics, and many more.

Case in Point
Where does MP fit in the product design workflow? A great 
example can be found throughout the conceptual phase of 
design, where new ideas are explored. Making the right de-
sign decision at this stage is crucial in bringing the right 
product to market on time and within budget. Any simpli-
fications applied during the early design phase, such as con-
sidering single physics only, risks jeopardizing the project 
down the road—with expensive change requests and even 
product recalls. 

Here is where the adaptability of MP simulation makes a 
big difference. It supports the designer by building realistic 
models that include all relevant physical effects influencing 
the product. These simulation results can be used to gain 
understanding of the combined effects, and to drive key de-
sign decisions.  

Design optimization is another area in which COMSOL 
users are reporting excellent results. With a true represen-
tation of the real-world product, the case is made for run-
ning large-scale optimizations. Today, the MP community 
enjoys a solid infrastructure of tools to get the job done. 
For example, seamless integration of CAD modeling with 
simulation streamlines the iterations in optimization of de-
sign. For cases where the simulation requires more compu-
tational power than what is available on the premises, users 
are turning to the cloud. Loads of RAM, high-end hard-
ware, and cluster computing are offered through Amazon’s 
Elastic Compute Cloud.

Verification and testing are other areas where produc-
tivity gains have been significant. A proven, reliable model 
simplifies the verification of design ideas and product altera-
tions. In addition, MP simulation reduces the need for costly 
and time-consuming testing of physical prototypes. Reports 
from the COMSOL Conference indicate simulation results 
are accurate to such a high degree that, in many areas, physi-
cal testing can be significantly reduced.

MP simulation simply offers too great of a competitive 
advantage to be overlooked. Companies from a broad range 
of industries are successfully adopting these tools for concep-
tual design, optimization, testing and verification. Without a 
doubt, MP modeling is driving innovation and productivity 
gains to new levels. That is the true power of simulation. DE

With more than 20 years of experience from promoting analysis 
and simulation software, Bernt Nilsson is the senior vice presi-
dent of marketing of COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA. Send e-
mail about this article to DE-Editors@deskeng.com.

The True Power of Simulation

Accurate simulation softwar  
boosts productivity for the 
design of electrical, mechanical, 
fluid and chemical applications  
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Curve Fitting
This new patent-pending technology analyzes splines and then creates arcs with options to 
fully constrain or add relationships. This gives the designer the ability to sketch freeform 
shapes and turn that geometry into a dimension-able shape that is drawing and CAM manu-
facturing friendly.

Spline Uniformity 
This application allows the designer to select a spline or multiple splines and the 
Dezignworks Spline uniformity tool will interpolate the data and suggest a node count that 
equally spaces all the nodes on each spline or splines. This will greatly improve the process 
when lofting surfaces.

Point Cloud Slicer
One of the challenges of point cloud data has always been in manipulating that geometry 
in SolidWorks. With this new tool, the designer can now cut cross-section splines across the 
point cloud  and reloft modifiable surfaces.  Use this independently or in 
combination with our Advanced Curve Fitting and Spline Uniformity tools to create a power-
ful set of weapons in your SolidWorks arsenal!

Coming soon.. DezignWorks Toolz for Autodesk Inventor

Breakthrough Toolz to Unleash the Creative Designer

Visit us at DezignWorksToolz.com to see demo videos

From the leader in feature-based reverse engineering software comes
a new set of add-in tools to turbocharge SolidWorks for ALL designers.

 

Intelligent design….made easy.  
The future is now

www.DeZignWorksToolz.com
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